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About this Book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the specific Qualification Pack (QP). Each National
Occupational (NOS) is covered across Unit/s.
Textile industry is one of the few basic industries which is characterized as a necessary component of human
life as it provides with the basic requirements called cloths. Among the various techniques, weaving is one of
the oldest and simple processes for producing the cloth and it is acknowledged as one of the oldest surviving
crafts in the world.
Weaving refers to the process that converts yarn into the fabric and it involves interlacement of set of vertical
yarns with set of horizontal yarns. Weaving can be done by hand or by using machines called “Loom”. Loom
originated from crude wooden frame and gradually transformed into the modern sophisticated electronic
weaving machine. The technological innovations in cloth production made during the industrial revolution
dramatically changed the role of the weaver. Due to sophistication and higher production rate of these
machines, large volumes of inexpensive and defect free cloth is now readily available.
Among the various modern weaving technologies available, air jet weft insertion system is considered as the
most productive weaving machine due to its highest weft insertion rate, easy to operate, lower noise level and
easy to maintain. These machines are the ideal solutions for those who want to produce bulk quantities of
fabric. However, the air jet weaving machines require a high energy consumption to prepare the compressed
air and that this consumption rises with increasing loom width and running speed. Therefore, achieving
higher production along with effective utilization of this costly compressed air is in fact one of the main
concerns of the fabric manufacturers, and here, the role of Airjet weaving operator is very important.
Through this handbook, attempts have been made to impart maximum operating excellence to the operator
so that cost effective fabric can be manufactured at higher productivity rate.
Airjet Weaving Machine Operator is responsible for operating the machine efficiently keeping the wastage at
minimum level. This job requires the individual to have thorough knowledge of the machine, process and
material flow in a weaving unit and should know the important functions and operations of a Airjet weaving
machine. This handbook enlists the detailed knowledge about Airjet weaving machine operations, different
parts of machine along with their functions which are very helpful for the knowledge of operator.. This book
also describes the importance of various aspects/parameters, information about various fabric defects, good
practices, “do's” and “don'ts” along with good personal attributes required for operation.
The book covers general information about handling and taking over of shift charge, material handling,
housekeeping and maintenance done on the Airjet weaving machine.
Needless to say that this book will be of immense use to the Airjet weaving machine operator to develop
more skills for performing duties effectively.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain the objective of weaving
2. describe the General process flow in textile
3. understand and explain role of Airjet Weaving Machine in the Weaving
4. understand different important parts of Airjet Weaving Machine
5. explain functions of different parts of Airjet Weaving Machine.
6. describe your role on Airjet weaving machine and personal attributes required for the job
7. what are the career progression opportunities for Airjet weaving machine operator
8. explain the General objectives of Airjet weaving machine
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UNIT 1.1: General Process Flow in Textile Industry
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. the general process flow in textile industry.
2. the objective of weaving process.

1.1.1: What is Weaving?
Process flow in textile industry represents an algorithm, workflow or process, showing the steps which are
necessary for any textile industry. Before moving to general process flow it is important for us to understand
the role of weaving process.
Weaving is one of the textile processes required for producing fabric. It is a process of interlacing two types of
yarn viz. warp or end (run parallel to the weaving machine) and weft or filling yarn or pick run perpendicular to
weaving machine) to produce fabric. Warp yarns derive from either weaver beams or ends drawn from yarn
packages mounted on creel behind the looms while weft yarn or picks derive from yarn packages placed on
either side of looms.

Fig.1.1.1.1: Weaving - Interlacement of warp and weft.

Depending upon the fabric type or customer requirement, yarn having different type of fibres in single or
blend composition in required construction i.e. Ends per inch (EPI), Picks per inch (PPI) and width is used.
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UNIT 1.2: Material flow for fabric manufacturing process
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. general product flow in textile manufacturing process.

1.2.1: Textile product manufacturing process flow
In general, following process flow is practiced in textile industry for the production of fabric as per customer
requirement

Fig.1.2.1.1: General textile process flow sequence
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1.2.2: Material Flow in Weaving
Different processes are carried out for manufacturing of fabric from yarn.

Fig.1.2.2.1: Weaving Flow chart
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Process flow for various weaving related pre-& post activities as per fabric order are shown below. Weaver
beam produced at weaving preparatory is either knotted or gaited and yarn packages received from Raw
Material section or Weaving Preparatory is used as weft in order to produced required quality of fabric.
Receive weaver beams & grey
weft yarns from Weaving
Preparatory to Loomshed

Receive Programme Sheet from
PPC to loomshed

Loomshed
Knotting or beam gaiting on loom

On loom fabric checking

Fabric roll doffing

Fabric Inspection and Grading

Dispatch or to the next process
Fig.1.2.2.2:Process flow chart for various weaving related pre-& post activities
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UNIT 1.3: Introduction to Weaving
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. weaving machine and its motions.

1.3.1: Weaving process & Loom motions
In general, weaving is done on a loom interlacement of two sets of threads at right angles to each other takes
place: the warp (runs longitudinally) and the weft that crosses it. Warp thread is called an end and one weft
thread is called a pick. The warp threads derived from the weaver beams and are held under tension and in
parallel to each other on a loom. There are many types of looms.

Fig. 1.3.1.1: Weaving Process

The principal parts of a loom consist of frame, the warp beam or weavers beam, let-off mechanism, the cloth
roll, the heald frame with heald wires or heddles, the reed, warp stop motion with drop pins, weft feeders
(accumulators) or shuttles. The warp beam is a metal cylinder mounted on the back of the loom from which
the warp is delivered. The warp ends extend in parallel order from the warp beam to the front of the loom
where they are attached to the cloth roll. Each end or group of ends of the warp passes through an opening of
an eye of heddle. The warp threads are separated by into two or more layers, each controlled and by the
motion of the heddles as per design. In case of small weave/patterns the movement of the heddles is
controlled by “cams” which move up the heddles by means of a frame called a harness; in larger patterns the
heddles are controlled by a dobby mechanism, where the healds are raised according to pegs inserted into a
revolving drum. Where a complex design is required, the healds are raised by harness cords attached to a
Jacquard machine. Every time the harness (the heddles) moves up or down, an opening (shed) is made
between the threads of warp, through which the pick is inserted through various medium e.g. shuttle,
projectile, rapier, air, water, etc.
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The warp is sized in a starch mixture containing starch and other ingredients on sizing machine for better
running. Most looms used for industrial purposes have a machine that ties new warps threads to the last ends
of previously used warps threads, while still on the loom, and then an operator rolls the old and new threads
back on the warp beam. This process is called as “knotting”. In the process “Gaiting” a warp beams having predrawn warp ends are mounted on looms.
Both warp and weft can be visible in the final product. The spacing of warp and weft is set as per the fabric
construction requirement.
Weaving can be summarized as a repetition of these five actions,
· Shedding: The ends are separated by raising or lowering heald frames (heddles) to form a clear shed
where the pick can insert using various means
· Picking: where the weft or pick is inserted across the width of fabric by hand, an air or water jet, a
projectile, a rapier or a shuttle.
· Beating-up: where the successive weft is beat-up or pushed up against the fell of the cloth by the
reed.
Reed

Cloth

A

Warp

·

C

Shuttle

Weft

Fig.1.3.1.2: Shedding

·

B

Fig.1.3.1.3: Picking

Fig.1.3.1.4: Beating-up

Let off Motion: where the warp is let off the warp beam at a regulated speed to make the filling even
and of the required design.
Take up Motion: Takes up the woven fabric in a regulated manner so that the density of filling is
maintained.

Take up
Motion

Let off
Motion

Fig.1.3.1.5: Take up & Let off Motions
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The other motions of the loom are the stop motions: to stop the loom in the event of a thread break. The two
main stop motions are the
·

Warp stop motion (WSM)
The objective of warp stop-motion is to stop the loom in the event of an end break. A lightweight
metallic drop wires having specific profiled shape is used for each thread for detecting the broken
warp end. Two such drop wires are shown in Figure. The large slot at the top is for passing the
serrated bar and holding the drop pins in case of warp break and allowing movement of the
reciprocating bars (in mechanical warp stop motion). Design (a) called as closed end drop in can
be used when a single end is passed through the drop wires during the drawing in operation.
Design (b) called as open end drop pin can be used for inserting drop pins on looms as it has an
open-ended hole.

Fig.1.3.1.6 : Type of drop wires
(a) Closed shape (b) open shape

Fig.1.3.1.7: Warp stop motion

In case of electrical stop-motion, the drop wire acts as an element that makes or breaks an electrical
circuit. In case of warp break, the drop wire will complete an electrical circuit and this will initiate the
stopping of the loom.
·

Weft Stop Motion:
Various detectors/sensors are used on the weaving machines to detect the weft yarn breaks or
exhaust of weft yarn. They detect any weft break in the region between weft packages to weft
accumulator, weft accumulator to picking zone, in the cloth fell position before stopping the loom.
They are placed at entry point of weft accumulator/feeder, on / after weft accumulator and at the end
of reed. The function of the detectors positioned at the end of reed is to check the arrival of weft at
the receiving side at pre-determined time.
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In case of late arrival or miss pick, then it sense and stopped the loom.

Fig.1.3.1.8: Weft detector at entry point of weft feeder

Fig.1.3.1.9: Weft detector at the end of reed
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UNIT 1.4: General Weaving terms
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. general weaving related terms and definitions.

1.4.1: Textile terms & definitions
Acrylic fibre : The generic name given to a man-made fibre derived from acrylic resins which is a soft and
woolly fibre. it is often used as a substitute for wool.
Artificial silk: Filament viscose or acetate rayon. Also known as art silk.
Balanced Weave: A fabric with the same number of wefts per inch as warps per inch.
Beam Cloth or cloth roller: Front roller arrangement on loom onto which the woven fabric is wound.
Beaming: The process of rolling or winding the warp onto the warp beam.
Beat or beating: Placing the weft into cloth fell using the reed. The type of fabric being woven determines how
firm or how light a beat is needed.
Beater: The swinging frame at the front side of the loom that holds the reed and is used to beat the weft into
fell of fabric.
Block: A group of 2 or more threads which form a unit in a weave.
Bout: One of two or more groups of warp ends, measured and prepared for warping.
Breast beam: The bar at the front of the loom over which the cloth passes on its way to the cloth roller.
Check - A pattern consisting of crossed vertical and horizontal bands in two or more colors in a woven cloth,
can be found in upholstery, shirting or drapery weight fabrics.
Cheese Package: A cylindrical package of yarn wound on a tube.
Chiffon - Lightweight, extremely sheer and airy fabric, containing highly twisted yarn.
Cloth Diagram: A diagram of the woven cloth.
Cloth roller: It is located at the front of the loom, use for winding of woven cloth.
Combed Yarn: In the pre-spinning processes fibre is always carded to remove most of the impurities and
straighten the fibres. A further process of combing, with combs and brushes, is used to straight the fibres, to
make them parallel, remove the short fibres and any remaining impurities.
Core Yarn: A yarn produced by a spinning process which puts a continuous filament or core yarn, such as a
rubber elastic, elastomeric filament (for elasticity) or polyester filament (for strength), under tension and
covers it with a sheath of other types of staple fibres such as cotton or wool.
Cotton: The word comes from the Arabic word qutn or qutun meaning cotton. A long unicellular seed
fibre grown on the outer skin of the cotton seed.
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The length of cotton fibre, known as staple length, is classified in three main groups: 1) Fine, over 30mm
long staple, high lustre fibre : Best quality cotton: Sea Island (39mm and over in staple length, grown in
the West Indies, Central America and Mexico), Egyptian, Sudanese, Peruvian, American Pima and East
African (between 30mm to 38mm) 2) Medium, between 26mm to 29mm long staple American Upland
(the bulk of production in the United States of America) 3) Short, below 26mm long staple, coarse fibre
India and China. Before cotton is spun into yarn the fibre is put through a series of pre-spinning processes.
Cotton Waste: Hard cotton waste comes from spinning, reeling, winding machines and looms. Soft cotton
waste comes from the earlier processes where the fibres are looser with no twist and not compacted.
Hard cotton waste can be used for cleaning down machinery. Soft cotton waste is often reprocessed to
produce a batt or web of cotton wool for medical or cosmetic purposes.
Count: A system for measuring the fineness or thickness of yarn.
A number is used to indicate the size of the yarn and is calculated from one of the following indirect or
direct systems:
Indirect fixed weight system: The number of length units per weight unit
Count
English cotton number of 840yd hanks per lb (pound)
Worsted
number of 560yd hanks per lb (pound)
Metric
number of kilometres per kg
Direct fixed length system: The number of weight units per length unit
Count
Tex
Decitex
Denier

number of grams per kilometre
number of grams per 10,000m
number of grams per 9000m

Counting Glass: A small magnifying glass mounted in a small hinged metal frame with a fixed focus the
base having an aperture measuring either one square inch or one square centimeter. Used for counting
the ends and picks per unit are, courses and wales in a fabric. Also known as a pick glass.
Crimp: The waviness in a fibre or in a yarn.
Cut: A length of fabric in loom or grey state, or a length of warp to produce it, usually 45m to 90m.
Denier: A direct fixed length count system to determine the size of a filament yarn. Denier is the number
of grams per 9000 meters of yarn.
Denim: A firm twill-weave fabric usually 2 x 1 or 3 x 1, obtained by using white filling yarns with colored
warp yarns. Heavier weight denims, usually blue or brown, are used for dungarees, work clothes, and
men's and women's sportswear. Lighter weight denims with softer finish are made in a variety of colors
and patterns and are used for top wears and sportswear.
Dent: Space between the teeth in the reed through which thread is passed. The number of threads per
dent will vary, depending on the fabric sort/quality. Two ends per dent is common, but it is not unusual to
slay one to four ends per dent.
Denting :To draw the warp yarn through the dent of the reed by the drawing hook according to the design
or pattern of the fabrics.
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Design paper: Sometimes referred to as point paper. Paper ruled with vertical and horizontal lines to form
equally spaced squares. Used to show weaves or designs in diagrammatic form.
Designer's blanket: Also known as a pattern blanket. A cloth woven with a number of warps, usually of a
specific range of yarns either in solid colours or in stripes and woven with the same range of weft colours
or stripes in the weft in the same sequence as the warp.
Direct System (Yarn count): The number of weight units per length unit. Tex, Denier i.e. Higher the yarn
number, Coarser the yarn.
Dobby: A mechanism which controls the shafts or harnesses to permit more complex geometric weave
patterns than those obtainable on simple cam, tappet, countermarch or counterbalance looms and
simpler than those obtained by the use of a Jacquard mechanism.
Double Cloth: A compound fabric in which the two component fabrics are woven with either centrestitching, self-stitching or interchanging.
Double Insertion: A loom operation in which 2 yarn strands on 1 pick is inserted.
Draft: A diagram that represents how the heddles are threaded, how the shafts are tied to the treadles,
and the treading order to follow for a specific weave.
Drafting: To draw the warp yarn through the heald eye by the drawing hook according to the design or
pattern of the fabric is termed as drafting.
Draw-in: The natural pulling in at the selvedges that happens as weft threads cross over and under warp
threads. If the selvedges pull in too much, warp ends may break. Excessive draw-in is prevented by using
adequate weft. Using a temple while weaving also helps prevent excessive draw-in.
Draw down: The part of the weaving draft that shows the diagram of the cloth–a graphic representation
of the interlacement of the warp and weft threads.
Drawing Hook/Needle: Element used for drawing the warp through drop pins, heald wires and reed on
the loom.
Dressing the Loom: Process of placing the warp on the loom. This includes beaming, winding on,
threading the heddles, slaying the reed, tying on to the front tie-on bar, and tying up the treadles. Ready
to weave!
Drill - Strong, medium to heavyweight, warp faced, twill weave fabric.
End: A warp end is one warp thread of the prepared warp.
EPC: The number of warp ends per centimeter also known as Sett.
EPI: Ends per inch, also known as Sett. The number of warp ends per inch. The density of warp threads
will make a difference in the drape or drape, of the finished fabric.
Eye: The opening in a heddle or heald wire for threading a warp end.
Fabric : Fabrics are woven, knitted, tufted, felted, braided, embroidered, made of lace or net and some
produced by a range of non-woven processes. Sometimes referred as cloth.
Fabric Construction: The details of structure of fabric. It Includes information such as style, width, type of
knit or weave, threads per inch in warp and fill, and weight of goods.
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Fancy yarn: Decorative or modified yarns used in weaving or knitting which are usually produced from a
combination of two or three of the same or different single, 2-fold or three-fold yarns. Often made on
conventional doubling machinery or on specialized machines and include spiral, loop, gimp, cloud, knop,
eccentric, stripe, slub, snarl or chenille types.
Fell: The edge of the weaving where the last pick was beaten into place, and against which the next pick
will be beaten. This is the line where woven cloth meets yet unwoven warp.
Fents : Remnants of short lengths of cloth, cut from a piece, end or lump of cloth, having been
accumulated either at the mill or sometimes in the wholesaler's or retailer's store, and often sold at cost
or below cost price.
Filling: A term for weft.
Finishing: The final treatments given to the woven piece such as washing, pressing usually after it is cut
from the loom. Finishing treatments include repairing errors, securing warp ends, washing, twisting fringe,
pressing, hemming, or adding embellishments like beads, embroidery, or crochet, to name a few.
Float: A warp or weft that passes over two or more threads.
Fly shuttle: A shuttle used for weaving on wide looms which is supported by a raceboard and moves
across the width of loom.
Gabardine: Derived the word from the Medieval Spanish word gabardina. Conventionally woven with fine
worsted yarns although cotton and man-made fibres are now used. A tightly woven cloth which is
recognized by the fine twilled wale on the face and smooth back. It can be a water repellent and hard
wearing and can be used for uniforms.
Gauze: A very fine sheer fabric called gazzatum was produced originally in Gaza, Palestine. Traditionally
woven in silk, cotton or linen with a leno or gauze weave construction, it was used for mosquito netting
and veiling. Surgical bandage is often referred to as gauze.
Georgette: A very thin, transparent or semi-transparent fabric, which is more grainy than crepe. This is
due to highly twisted warp and weft threads.
GSM: Weight of 1 square meter fabric in grams
Gunny: A sacking fabric woven from jute yarn in India and Bangladesh. From the Hindi word goni meaning
sacking.
Hank: A continuous loop of yarn, without a specific measurement or weight the circumference of which
can be a yard, metre, 45 inches or 60 inches depending on the type of textile trade
Harness: A harness is a frame to hold the heddles. The harness position, the number of harness, and the
warp yarns that are controlled by each harness determine the weave pattern or interlacing.
Header: Tightly packed weft, often used at the beginning of and end of rugs and tapestry. This weft-faced
weave keeps the rug or tapestry weft intact, and strengthens the edge of the woven article
Heddles/Healds: A heddle is a wire with a hole or eye in its centre through which a warp yarn is threaded.
There are as many heddles as there are warp yarns in the cloth, and the heddles are held in two or more
harness.
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Hemstitch: Encircling warp ends with an extended weft thread or a supplemental thread to prevent weft
from unraveling.
Indigo dye : Indigo is a dark blue dye which comes from the leaves of a sub-tropical bush. The leaves are
processed by fermentation and the sediment collected, dried and ground.
inspection of grey cloth: Un-dyed and unfinished fabrics straight from the loom are called grey cloth. The
activity such as measuring, examining, gauging, testing or more characteristics of grey cloth and
comparing with the specified requirements to determine conformity is termed as “inspection of grey
cloth”. The fabric is checked as per the flaw-based system or 4-point or 10-point system. Primary object of
the inspection is to check the fabric quality in terms of defect for taking appropriate action for further
process.
Jacquard: A device for weaving elaborate designs by a machine invented by Joseph Marie Jacquard (1752
1834) between 1801 and 1810. The Jacquard mechanism is attached to a loom and operated by a punched
card system which selects individual warp threads. A variety of mechanically operated jacquard machines
exist providing control over 100, 200, 400 or 600 ends. Jacquard systems can now be electronically
controlled. There are also Jacquard systems for knitting machines.
Jacquard Loom: A loom for producing elaborate designs in an intricate weave
Knit Fabrics – Fabrics is made from only one set of yarns, all running in the same direction. Some knits have
their yarns running along the length of the fabric, while others have their yarns running across the width of the
fabric. Knit fabrics are held together by looping the yarns around each other. Knitting creates ridges in the
resulting fabric. Wales are the ridges that run lengthwise in the fabric, courses run crosswise.
Lease Cross: (or Porrey Cross) - While measuring the warp, the ends are placed in an alternating sequence.
This enables the weaver to keep the correct arrangement of threads throughout the warping process.
Lease rods: It guides the warp yarns. These are two sorts of wooden or glass rods or SS rods set between the
whip rolls and the heddles.
Lease Sticks: A pair of beveled slats that are inserted into the lease cross to maintain the correct order of the
warp ends. The two slats are tied together through holes at each end so that the threads cannot escape, even
if the lease sticks lose their balance.
Leno: A weaving technology, requiring special heddles or healds and shafts or separate mechanism, which
allows one warp end to be crossed with its neighbour and securely holding the weft in place. This construction
can be used for light, open fabrics and to secure the edges of cut pieces of cloth like scarves.
Linen: Cellulosic fibers derived from the stem of the flax plant or a fabric made from these fibers. Linen fibers
are much stronger and more lustrous that cotton; they yield cool, absorbent fabrics that wrinkle easily.
Loom: A machine on which to weave cloth. The simplest loom is a wooden frame onto which warp yarns are
stretched and fixed to two opposite sides. The weft is then passed up and over the warp threads to make a
fabric. There are many types of loom broadly divided in to handloom, powerloom, auto loom and shuttleless
loom.
Lycra - A DuPont trademark name for its spandex fiber. You can expect comfort, movement, and shape
retention that won't wash away.
Monogram: Selvage edges usually include the name of the manufacturer or brand or design's name are
often woven in the selvage mostly in case of suiting and shirting fabric.
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Natural Fiber - Any textile fiber manufactured from an animal or vegetable source. Cotton, linen, silk and
wool are the foremost examples.
Nylon: A very strong man-made polyamide fibre. The generic name given to fibres composed of long
chain polyamide derived from coal and petroleum.
Oxford cloth: The fabric is a soft, absorbent, sturdy, cotton fabric shirting with a lustrous finish. Made in
plain weave with two fine warp ends woven as one giving the effect of a 2 and 1 matt weave. Oxford cloth
is now woven in a various blend of cotton and man-made fibres.
Package: This term is normally used when referring to a quantity of yarn which has been wound onto a
cardboard, wooden or plastic cylindrical tube or support. Yarn packages include: tubes, cheeses, pirns,
cones, perforated cones for dyeing, spools, bobbins or beams. If there is no support or centre the package
is referred to as a cake. Sometimes a hank or skein is referred to as a package.
Pick (or Shot): One inserted row of the weft thread. Fabric is created with a pass of the shuttle, repeated
over and over again.
Picking: where the weft or pick is propelled across the loom by hand, an air-jet, a rapier or a shuttle.
Pile: The extra yarn or fibre which projects from the main body and surface of the fabric. Pile can be cut,
as can be seen in velvet, corduroy and carpets or uncut as in moquette and terry towelling. The word is
originated from the Latin pilus meaning hair.
Plain Weave: This is simplest and common weave structure. Each weft pick interlaces over and under
each warp end. Colors in the warp and/or the weft, arranged in different ways, can produce a great variety
of patterns and visual interest, even in this basic fabric structure.
plied yarn : An alternative expression for folded yarn, as in 2-ply or 2-fold yarn, meaning two yarns lightly
twisted together. The term doubled yarn means two yarns plied together.
Plush : An velvet with a deep dense pile. It can be woven from wool or mohair, cotton, silk or man-made
fibres. Used in the manufacture of coats and furnishing fabrics, it is extensively used in the making soft
toys like teddy bears. Plush can also be knitted.
Ply: When two or more threads or yarns are plied or twisted together. The industrial term for ply is fold.
Point paper: The same as graph paper used for drawing weave patterns. Used particularly in designing
Jacquard fabrics.
Polyamide: A man-made fibre usually referred to as nylon.
Polyester: A strong, thermoplastic, man-made fibre produced from petrochemicals (petroleumchemicals). Used in filament form, by itself or blended in staple form with other fibres. A wide range of
uses in apparel, furnishings and industrial fabrics.
Polymer : A large molecule built up from a combination of many smaller units of different chemicals.
Polyurethane : A plastic material which in one form, can be produced as a foam sheet for laminating to
other fabrics. As a textile fibre its more commonly known as a synthetic elastomer fibre or by the generic
term elastine or by one of it's trade names, Lycra.
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Poplin : Poplin is a lightweight, closely woven cotton fabric with very fine ribs across the width of the
cloth. The ribs are created by using a fine mercerized yarn in the warp and a thicker one in the weft.
Although traditionally made in 100% fine, high luster cotton, poplin is now woven with cotton and staple
polyester fibre blends. There are many weights and types of poplin, the most common of which are used
for shirts or pyjamas. Historically poplin was originally woven with silk in the warp and a fine worsted
weft. Sometimes referred as popeline or Irish poplin.
PPI : Picks per inch, or the number of wefts per inch.
Pure silk : Any silk yarn or fabric which contains no metallic or other weighting agents except those
essential ones used in dyeing.
Rayon : Rayon (viscose rayon) is the oldest of all the man-made fibres. Rayon is made from cellulose and
can be used in filament form or as staple fibre.
Reed Marks: A fabric defect consisting of warp wise light and heavy streaks in a woven fabric, caused
by bent, unevenly packed, or weak reed wires.
Reed: This is inevitably a combination made up of steel wire rods set vertically in a frame. The spaces
between the wires are known as splits or dents and are kept even and parallel and spaces the warp
threads evenly. The spacing of the threads in the reed determines the density of the weave.
Reversing motion : The opposition motion of loom motion is known as reversing motion.
Ring spinning : A continuous mechanical spinning process which is mostly used in the cotton industry and
in spinning most short staple fibres in a wide range of counts.
Rotor spinning : A continuous supply of fibres either in the form of a sliver or straight from the cotton
opening unit is sucked down a fibre delivery tube and into the rapidly rotating rotor. The fibre is peeled, at
speed, from the grove in the rotor, through the trumpet, through the yarn tube and at the same time
twisted, then through the take off rollers and wound onto a package. In comparison with ring spun yarns,
for instance, rotor spun cotton yarns are more uniform in appearance, less variable in strength, not as
strong, more extensible, bulkier, more absorbent, more abrasion resistant.
S or Z Twist : Diagonals can be characterized by the direction of the slant for yarn twist direction and
whether it matches the slant in the letter S or the letter Z. "S" means the diagonal goes up to the left and
for “Z” means it goes up to the right.
Sample or First piece: The practice of using the first part of the warp to verify that everything is working
together as needed.
Sateen & satin weave: This both terms are refer to the weave. Satin is a warp faced rearranged twill and
sateen is a rearranged weft faced twill. Satin Weave - A basic weave where the face of the fabric is almost
entirely warp threads on the surface.
Sectional Warping : A method for winding a warp yarn used for long warps for production weaving. Warp
is wound onto spools or cones or drum, one for each end in a section of one or two inches. These warps
are then wound into the first section. The warp is cut and then the next section is wound. After
predetermined numbers of sections(depending on beam width), these sections is then wound on warper
beam called beaming.
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Selvedge (or Selvage): The warps' edge threads where the weft turns, making the woven side edges. Its
main objective is to bind and support the neighboring war ends thereby giving firmness to at the selvedge
side of fabric. A good selvedge is a necessity of a fabric. On the other hand, many weavers pay too much
attention to their selvedges, which can have an adverse effect.
Sett: The number of warp ends per measuring unit–inches or centimeters, also known as EPI or EPC. The
sett is the density of warp threads per inch; as such, it is one of the key factors for producing fabric that
works as designed for a specific use.
Shaft or harness: A frame or two sticks with heddles which move up and down to form sheds called a
shaft or harness.
Shed: The opening between raised and lowered warp threads, where the weft yarn passes through.
Shedding: where the ends are separated by raising or lowering heald frames to form a clear space where
the pick can pass
Shrinkage: Widthwise or lengthwise contraction of a fiber, yarn, or fabric at different condition.
Silk : The protein filament formed into a cocoon by the larva of the silk moth during the process of
sericulture.
Size & Sizing : There are various different sizes, which are usually glutinous in consistency: starch, animal
glue size, gelatin size, rice size, linseed oil and chemical sizes such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and
polyacrylic acid. Often size is applied to warps, and sometimes wefts, to lay the hairiness of some yarns
and increase their strength. It is done before weaving to protect the yarns from abrasion on the healds
and reed.
Sizing :The process of applying a protective adhesive coating materials on the yarns surface is known as
sizing. This is the most important operation to attain maximum weaving efficiency.
Slaying Hook : A small flat tool with a hook used to pull the warp ends through the reed.
Spinning : The process by which a mass of fibres is converted into a yarn or thread to meet required
specifications of thickness, evenness, twist and composition. Spinning can be done by hand or by hand
controlled machine (like a spinning wheel) or mechanically. There are many types of spinning mechanisms
e.g. ring spinning, rotor spinning, airjet spinning, etc.
Spinning : The roving is now drawn out still further and twisted to produce a single yarn. It is at this stage
that the speed of the roving entering the rollers of the spinning machine is strictly controlled to produce a
specific size (count) of yarn. The singles yarn can then be doubled on a doubler to produce a two-fold
yarn.
Staple fibre : Usually used to describe man-made fibres which have been cut or broken into predetermined lengths, for example, 50mm polyester staple fibre.
Take up Motion : Takes up the woven fabric in a regulated manner so that the required density of filling is
maintained.
Temple (or Stretcher) : Adjustable cloth holding assembly having pointed pins that holds the warp out to
its full width during weaving. Sharp points on the pins of the temple, set into the selvedge threads, hold
the fabric in place. They hold the edges of the cloth which supports to maintain fixed dimension in width.
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Terry Cloth : Unclipped, looped pile, 100% cotton terry cloth woven with special attachment on loom.
Tex : The unit of the tex count system. This is a direct fixed-length count system which is used often in Britain.
Textured: refers to a yarn quality type which has the characteristics of a yarn that is fluffy, entangled, not thin,
and separated in appearance.
Threading (drawing in) :Drawing the warp threads through the eyes of the heddles, reed dents and drop pins.
Threading Draft: Instructions for threading heddles of respective heald frame.
Threading Hook: A small tool with a thin narrow hook used to pull the warp ends through the heddle eyes.
Threading: Inserting the warp ends through the eyes of the heddles. The warp ends are distributed in a
precise order to arrange the ends sequentially through the heddles on the shafts
Twill: A weave structure which produces a pattern of diagonal lines in the fabric. The diagonal lines form
because the interlacement point, where warp meets weft, travels one warp thread over, to the right or to the
left, for every weft. A common twill fabric is denim.
Twist: The amount of twist in a yarn plays an important part in determining its character, in particular its
hardness or softness and strength. Variation in twist will have considerable effect on the appearance of a
fabric and shows in the dyeing and finishing. The measure of twist hardness is a number called the twist factor
(twist multiplier). There will be either “S” or “Z” twist direction in the yarn.
Type of Yarns: single yarn, double or multi fold yarn, spun yarn & filament yarn etc.
Ultrasonic Cleaning: The process where main nozzles and relay nozzles are cleaned in ultrasonic bath in order
to clean them thoroughly before putting them again on air loom.
Velvet: A pile fabric where the loop, created by an extra warp is cut. The distinguishing feature of velvet is a
succession of rows of short, close together, cut tufts creating a uniform surface which is lustrous in
appearance and soft to the touch. The quality of velvet is determined by the closeness of the tufts and the
density of the backing.
Voile Fabric: A sheer spun cloth that is lightweight and soft. It is usually made with cylindrical, combed yarn.
Voile is used for blouses, children's wear, draperies, bedspreads, etc
Warp beam: The warp beam, which holds the lengthwise yarns, is located at the back of the machine and is
controlled so that it releases yarns to the weaving area of the loom as needed.
Warp: The lengthwise threads in a weaving. The weaver arranges them in a specific order to be able to
produce a pre-determined type of cloth.
Warp-faced: A weave structure where only the warp threads show prominently on the surface, and the weft is
completely covered. An example of a common warp-faced weave is warp rep weave. Also, most woven bands
are warp-faced.
Warping: The parallel winding of warp ends accordingly no. of ends in fabric and capacity of creel) in sheet
forms from many small winding package (cone or cheese) on to a common packages (warp beam) is termed as
warping.
Weaver's knot: The smallest knot allowing a weaver to repair a broken warp end or two pieces of weft thread.
This type of knot lies flat on of the surface of the finished cloth and requires minimal attention from the
mender.
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Weaving: Weaving is a process of fabric production in which two distinct sets of yarns are interlaced at
right angles to each other to form a fabric or cloth. The lengthwise yarns are called the warp yarn and the
widthwise yarns are the weft yarn. Selvedge: The length wise running edges of woven fabric are known as
selvedges. It prevents unraveling of warp yarns.
Weft (filling): Threads which are woven crosswise to the warp to form the web.
Weft: The crosswise threads in a weaving. The weft can be thrown across in a boat shuttle, handed across
in a stick or ski shuttle, or placed in patterns by hand
Weft-Faced: A weave structure where only the weft threads show on the surface, and the warp is
completely covered.
Wet Finish: The washing and care of the fabric after it is cut from the loom. Many fabrics wait to show
their true character until after they get wet.
Whip roll: This is guide roller which directs the warp threads on their way to the lease rods and heddles.
Width: A horizontal measurement of a material. In woven fabric, it is the distance from selvage to
selvage, and in flat-knit fabric, the distance from edge to edge.

Waste/wild yarn: extra pieces of yarn that have either been left or dropped onto the warp.
Winding : The process of transferring yarns from ring, bobbins, hank etc. into convenient packages termed as
winding.
Wool: Wool is the hair of the sheep. Tropical and desert sheep produce short coarse wools. Other animals
grow wool and hair which is collectively referred to as wool which are also widely used in the manufacture of
textiles. These are sometimes called luxury fibres as they are usually more expensive to grow and process
than sheep's wool: angora goat (mohair), angora rabbit, llama, alpaca, pashmina or cashmere goat and
vicuna. The hair from these animals is generally much softer than sheeps wool and much warmer to wear.
Woolmark: The Woolmark symbol signifies that a cloth or garment is made only of pure new, sheep's wool.
Worsted: A cloth woven from fine yarn which has been spun from combed wool, to remove the short
fibres producing a smooth, lightweight and often lustrous fabric. Requires highly specialized finishing to
create the soft, crease resistant handle which identifies a superior quality worsted suiting. Often manmade fibres are blended with wool to make lighter, less-expensive worsted cloths.
Yarn count: the yarn count is a numerical expression which defines it's fineness or coarseness. Indirect
system(Yarn count): English count (Ne), Worsted Count etc. i.e. Higher the yarn number, finer the yarn.
Yarn Dyeing: The dyeing of yarn before the fabric is woven or knit. Yarn can be dyed in the form of skeins,
muff, packages, cheeses, cakes, chain-wraps, and beams
Yarn: The basic component of most, particularly woven or knitted, fabric. Yarn, sometimes referred to as
thread, is either a collection of small lengths of natural or man-made fibre which are spun and twisted
together or endless extruded natural or man-made filament. Spun yarn can be a blend of two or more
fibres. Any yarn can be made thicker or stronger by plying, doubling, twisting or folding two or more single
yarns together. Fancy yarns are made by combining two or more similar or different yarns or by
introducing contrasting materials into the yarn.
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UNIT 1.5: Introduction & Working Principle of Airjet Weaving
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. air jet loom functions & working principle.

1.5.1: Airjet Loom Functions

Fig.1.5.1.1: Airjet Weaving Machine

The first commercial machine, Maxbo air jet weaving machine, was introduced by Max Paabo in Sweden in
1951 at a frequency of 350 picks per minute. In 1969 Te Strake developed the filling insertion system with
main nozzle, relay nozzles and U-shaped cross section profile reed.
An air-jet loom uses a jet of air to insert the weft yarn through the shed. These types of looms can operate
at a faster speed than predecessor looms such as rapier & projectile looms.
The Air Jet weaving machines have the highest weft insertion speed and are considered as the most
productive for the weaving of light to medium weight fabrics. These machines are the ideal solution for
those who want to produce bulk quantities of customized fabric styles. The weaving widths range
generally from 150 to 540 cm. and running speed ranges from 600 to 1800 rpm. Air-jet looms are capable
of producing standard household and apparel fabrics for items such as denim, sheets, towels, shirts and
sports apparel, as well as industrial / technical products such as air-bag, tire cords, glass-fiber fabrics, carseat, parachute fabrics, and certain technical textile fabrics. Air-jet looms are capable of weaving plains,
as well as dobby and jacquard fabrics. However, these machines require compressed air which is a costly
affair and that this consumption raises with increasing machine width and speed. Therefore, the
conservation of the energy is one of the main concerns of the manufacturers, and one of the major factors
as far as production cost is concerned. Therefore, it is very essential to produce the fabric at optimized air
flow (CFM) without affecting the fabric quality and production rate.
Major companies that produce air-jet looms include Toyota Industries & Tsudakoma from Japan, Picanol
from Belgium, Dornie, based in Germany, and Itema, based in Italy.
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The air jet weaving machine combines high performance with low manufacturing requirements. It has an
extremely high insertion rate. The advantages of air jet looms are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

High productivity
Low initial expenses
High Weft insertion
Simple to operate and less hazard because of few moving parts
Less space requirements
Low noise levels
Less moving parts for picking motion therefore spare parts requirement
Minimum maintenance

1.5.2: Working principle of Airjet Weaving
On air-jet loom, the weft yarn is drawn off from the side mounted package and wound onto measuring drum
of weft accumulator/weft feeder by the rotating motion of yarn guiding tube. This winding is depended on
the fabric width. The pick length is set by adjusting the measuring bands and the number of coils. The
electromagnetically controlled stopper pin releases the weft yarn during the insertion cycle at the set
machine angle.

Fig.1.5.2.1:

A threaded clamp holds the yarn and an auxiliary air nozzle forms it into the shape of a hairpin.

Fig.1.5.2.2:

The main nozzle blows the yarn, the clamp opens, and the yarn is carried through the open shed with the
support of blowing relay nozzles in particular sequence.
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At the end of the cycle, the clamp closes, the yarn is beaten in the fell of the cloth and cut, and the shed is
closed.

Fig.1.5.2.3:

Fig.1.5.2.4:
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UNIT 1.6: Main Parts of Airjet weaving machine
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to understand and know the:
1. airjet loom parts, functions & working principle.

1.6.1: Main Components of Airjet weaving machine

Fig.1.6.1.1: Airjet weaving Machine

Air Compressor: The airjet weaving machines are supplied with compressed air from a central compressor
in the weave room.

Fig.1.6.1.2: Air Compressors
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Hook for drawing-in: These hooks are used during the drawing of warp through drop pins, heald wires
and reed on looms.

Fig.1.6.1.3: Drawing Hooks

Weft Filling Hook: This normally used for taking the weft yarn through the guides, weft feeder, tension
assembly etc. during weft breaks or weft package exhaust.

Fig.1.6.1.4: Weft Filling Hook

Weft Break/Stop Sensor: It is an electric sensor which detects any weft break in the region between weft
package and accumulator and automatically stop the loom in case any weft break.

Fig.1.6.1.5: Weft detector at entry point of weft feeder

Weft Storage System / Weft Accumulator / Weft Feeder: The electronically controlled filling feeder
guarantees exact metering of the required filling yarn length, thus ensuring a minimum of filling yarn waste. It
controlled filling yarn break system reduces peak values of the yarn tension forces considerably. As a result,
there are fewer machine stops, particularly when weaving coarse and delicate yarns. In some machines, the
rotation of the yarn guide in the drum feeder is synchronized with the rotation of the weaving machine.

Fig.1.6.1.6: Weft Storage System
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Fig.1.6.1.7: Weft Feeder

Electro-magnetic Pin / Stopper: It is an electronically controlled electromagnetic device (refer No. 2 in above
figure) integrated along with the accumulator. Its function is releasing the yarn at starts of insertion and stops
it at the end of insertion.

Fig.1.6.1.8: Stopper

Various accessories are used at /on weft accumulator to control weft tension and to achieve better weft
insertion i.e.
Tension Controller/Weft Tensioner: it automatically keeps the output yarn tension perfectly stable at a preset level. It automatically compensates for variations in tension associated with yarn package size change or
between different yarn packages, and even tension variations caused by brush ring wear etc.

Fig.1.6.1.9: Tension Controller

Fig.1.6.1.10: Few example of Tension Controller/Weft Tensioner
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Compensating tensioner and balloon control: Sometime a specialized magnetic springs brake is used to
achieve the required tension. The braking cone is made from a specific material that has a very high
resistance to wear but with high flexibility.

Fig.1.6.1.11: Balloon Controller

Compensator: A compensator is used when the yarn needs to be stretched before weft insertion and mainly
used for twist yarns. Versions are available for mounting on both, the input and output sides of a weft-feeder.

Fig.1.6.1.12: Compensator

Balloon breaker: it is fitted after accumulator; its function is to control the balloon formation so as to reduce
as ballooning tension as well as minimize the tension fluctuation. It is generally used for coarser yarn.

Fig.1.6.1.13: Balloon Breaker

Fig.1.6.1.14: Balloon Breaker
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Weft Brake System: Braking force is applied to the weft yarn just before the insertion is completed. This
reduces the velocity in order to reduce peak tension. This will prevent many common problems such as
intertwining, broken pick, slack pick, long & short pick, high-twisted and elastic yarn returning and can
increase loom speed. The system is worked on the feedback from filling detector.
Tandem / Auxiliary Nozzle: Tandem nozzles helps in overcoming unwinding resistance from the yarn
feeder/accumulator and lead to suitable condition of air flow at the entry point of main nozzle. Due to
combination of an auxiliary main nozzle and the main nozzle, filling is accelerated at low pressure to prevent
yarn damage. These are mounted on a stationary frame near the yarn feeders.

Fig.1.6.1.15: Tandem Nozzles

Main Nozzle: The main nozzle applies the required driving force to initiate the insertion of predetermined
length of weft yarn. Its function is to form the jet of air derived from compressor at the required velocity and
acceleration characteristics and project it in a proper direction in to air guide channel.

Fig.1.6.1.16: Main Nozzle

Profile Reed: Profiled reed provides guide channel which guide the air jet as well as weft during insertion.

Fig.1.6.1.17: Profile Reed
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Relay Nozzles: Relay nozzles are fitted in series along the sley at certain intervals, say 50 mm, however, last
four nozzles at the exit side are fitted closer, say 25 mm. Air is blowing sequentially through these relay nozzles
in groups in the direction of yarn movements so as to compensate the loss of air velocity and assist the weft to
reach the other end of reed.

Fig.1.6.1.18: Relay Nozzles

Fig.1.6.1.19: Relay Nozzles

A relay nozzle can have either single circle hole or two holes or nine holes or multiple holes (19 of them), as
well as single hole of different shapes (rectangle, ellipse or star) depending upon weaving requirement.
Following are relay nozzles type based on the type of holes. Usually nozzles having 19 holes or single hole are
used in most of the cases.

Fig.1.6.1.20: Types of Relay Nozzles

Weft cutter: it is a mechanical device which fitted in the region between the main nozzle and the reed at
picking side as well as opposite side of selvedge (receiving side). Its function is to grip and cut the weft after
every pick at around beat-up.

Fig.1.6.1.21: Weft Cutter
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Fig.1.6.1.22: Weft Cutter

Stretch Nozzle: located just beside the weft detector. It effectively prevents filling looseness and chance of
weft recoiling due to action of stopper. It holds the filling by air to eliminate any slack pick. A new type of
stretch nozzle for blowing air laterally is available to ensure the performances of the two headed filling
detectors.

Fig.1.6.1.23: Stretch Nozzle

Filling detector: Normally two detectors are positioned at the receiving side of insertion.

Fig.1.6.1.24: Filling Detectors

· Detector nearer to selvedge detects the presence or absence of a weft yarn as per preset timing. If it
detects a weft yarn, the machine continues running, if no weft yarn is detected, then the machines will
stop.
· 2nd Detector detects the presence or absence of weft yarn at the preset timing. If it detects no weft
yarn, the machine continues running, if it detects any weft yarn reaching this detector due to a broken
or blown-off weft trouble the machine stop.
Warp Beam / Weaver Beam: The warp-beam is a metal cylinder mounted on the back of the loom from which
the warp is delivered. The warp extends in parallel from the warp-beam to the front of the loom where they
are attached to the cloth-roll.

Fig.1.6.1.25: Warp/Weaver Beam
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Tuck-in selvedge: A special hooked needle driven by a cam mechanism, after cutting, insert the protruding
thread end into the subsequent shed, thus forming a stronger edge.
This system is generally used for light to middle weight fabrics, when weave and fabric density permit. There is
other type of tuck-in selvedge motions which are entirely controlled by pneumatic or mixed pneumatic and
mechanical devices.

Fig.1.6.1.26: Tuck-in Selvedge

Fig.1.6.1.27: Tucking Device

Leno Selvedge: The function of any selvedge is to lock the outside warp threads of a piece of cloth and so
prevent fraying. The fabric's selvedge should be strong enough to withstand the tension of the subsequent
process e.g. stenter in the finishing process. However, in some cases (where no tucked-in selvedge is used or
no locking of weft with fabric selvedge ends), chances of coming out or slipping of these fabric selvedge ends
are more. To achieve proper binding / locking of these selvedges at their selvedge side, additional threads
having leno weave is used. Few of the mechanism used for above purpose is shown below.

Fig.1.6.1.28: Leno Binding

Fig.1.6.1.29: Leno Selvedge
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Auxiliary / False Selvedge: Although leno selvedges are used for binding purpose, the extended weft picks
from fabric selvedge need to be withheld under certain tension with additional selvedges called auxiliary or
false selvedges. For the same additional yarns are drawn either from spool or small yarn reel as shown in the
picture.

Fig.1.6.1.30: Auxiliary Selvedge

Temples: They are positioned at the edges of the cloth near cloth fell which supports to maintain fixed
dimension in width.

Fig.1.6.1.31: Different Types of Temples

Shedding Motion: The object of shedding motion is to form the shed or tunnel to facilitate insertion of pick. It
consists of heald frames with heald wires/heddles or harness cords, under motion linkage and elements
through which motion is imparted i.e. cam/tappet or dobby or jacquard or servo-drive motors. Each thread or
group of threads of the warp passes through an opening (eye) in a heald wire. The warp threads are separated
by the heddles into two or more groups, each controlled and automatically drawn up and down by the motion
of the heald frames. In the case of small patterns the movement of the heddles is controlled by “cams” which
move up the; in larger patterns the heddles are controlled by a dobby mechanism, where the healds are raised
according to pegs inserted into a revolving drum or holes punched sequentially in the continuous plastic
sheet/cards or electronically actuated. Where a complex design is required, the healds are raised by cords
attached to a Jacquard machine. Every time the harness (the heddles) moves up or down, an opening (shed) is
made between the threads of warp, through which the pick is inserted through various medium e.g. shuttle,
projectile, rapier, air, water, etc.

Fig.1.6.1.32: Cam motion
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Fig.1.6.1.33: Dobby Motion

Fig.1.6.1.34: Electronic Jacquard Machines

Fig.1.6.1.35: Electronic Shedding Motion

Fig.1.6.1.36: Heald Frame with Heald Wires

Heddles/Healds: A heddle is a wire with a hole or eye in its center through which a warp yarn is threaded.
There are as many heddles as there are warp yarns in the cloth, and the heddles are held in two or more
harness/heald frames.

Fig.1.6.1.37: Heddles/Healds
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Picking Motion: Through Picking motion inserts a pick (weft) from one side to the other side. In air jet looms,
pick is inserted with the help of compressed air through the shed opened by the shedding mechanism i.e.
between the two layers of warp sheet.

Fig.1.6.1.38: Picking motion

Beat Up Motion: The function of beat up mechanism is to push the weft thread that has been inserted across
the warp threads in a shed, up to the fell of cloth. Fell of cloth is the position of the last pick in the fabric woven
on the loom. The beating-up of the weft to the fell of cloth is carried out by the reed through mechanical
movement.
Drop Wires / Drop-Pins: Warp stop-motion stops the loom in the event of an end break. The system is
activated by the metallic drop wires which have profiled shape.

Fig.1.6.1.39: Drop Wires / Drop-Pins

Main Drive Motor:

Fig.1.6.1.40: Main Drive Motor

Electronic Take Up and Let Off: Let-off and take-up motions are identical in working principle, each motion
utilizes a resolver as the measuring system, connected together with the sensor to a control circuit. The takeup is used to maintain the required thread density in the fabric and wind the fabric on the cloth roll and let off
release the required amount of warp as per required density of picks in fabric. The accuracy of settings makes
it easy to adjust the pick density of the fabric for optimum fabric weight and minimum yarn consumption.
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The take up and let off are driven by separate motors.

Take up
Motion

Let off
Motion

Fig.1.6.1.41: Electronic Take Up and Let Off

Fig.1.6.1.42: Take-up Motion

Fig.1.6.1.43: Let-off Motion

Automatic Picks Finding and Auto Pick Removal: Most of the shuttleless weaving machines are equipped
with an automatic pick finding device and with slow forward and backward motion. In case of a filling stop, the
pick finder opens the shed on the broken pick position for removal by the operator or auto removal by
pneumatic system. The microprocessor synchronizes all mechanisms in this process. The automatic pick
finding system makes repairing a filling break much easier for the operator and it shortens the time lost due to
filling stops and attending the same.
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Automatic Start-Mark Prevention (ASP): It prevents start-marks incidences at the source and significantly
contributes toward quality improvement.

Fig.1.6.1.44: Automatic Start-Mark Prevention

Control/Display Panel: It is display panel provided on the machine to function various operations to
perform and control such as; speed, efficiency, various machine setting, design loading, lifting of heald
frames, jacquard and dobby operation, etc.

Fig.1.6.1.45: Control/Display Panel

Can-Bus – Weaving Machine Control: A Controller Area Network (CAN bus) is a vehicle bus standard
designed to allow microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other in applications without a
host computer. This technology is based on multiprocessor architecture with 32-bit technology. Data
transfer between the various sub units of the machine is via a CAN- BUS, permitting fast and reliable
exchange of data both internally and externally. The terminal has a graphic display in which various
functions of the warp let-off, cloth take-up, weft feeder, etc. can be programmed easily and clearly. The
modern CAN-Bus System gives the following advantages:
· Ease of operation.
· High fabric quality irrespective of speed.
· Pick density alterable while the machine is in operation.
· Immediate help trouble-shooting problem.
· Self-adjusting stop position of the machine.
· Microprocessor controlled central forced lubrication system.
· Storage and monitoring of all the production data, efficiently.
· Machine function control, pattern weave, warps tension, pick density.
· Pick finding control and the elimination of stop marks by means of preset programs.
· Control and report of style change timing.
· Quick control of the electronic functions (self-diagnostics and auto checkup) and monitoring of
the machinery functions for protection.
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Bi-directional communication between the weaving machine and the central production
computer.
Speed set-up.
Electronic weaving speed variation depending on the characteristic of the yarn being used.
Control of warp let-off and fabric take-up.
Electronic control of the filling tension.
Transfer of setting and production parameters of a fabric style, to other machine with the help of
memory cards.
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What are the different important parts of Airjet Weaving machine and their functions?
Think about this.
1. List the different parts of Airjet Weaving machine with their important function.

Notes
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UNIT 1.7: Airjet Loom Operator, Job role Description and Career
Progression
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. understand and explain role of airjet weaving machine
2. describe your role on machine and personal attributes required for the job
3. describe what are the career progression opportunities for Compacting Operator

1.7.1: Roles & Repsonsibilities of Airjet loom operator
An Airjet weaving machine operator is responsible to operating the machine so as to get good quality fabric at
higher production rate. This job requires the individual to have thorough knowledge of machine working,
quality and production criteria, pre and post process requirement, process flow and material flow in a Textile
processing mill for fabric production and should know the important functions and operations of a
Compacting machine.

Fig.1.7.1.1: Airjet Weaving Machine
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The position of Weaving operator in the organization is as shown in the below flow chart

You are here…….

Fig.1.7.1.2: Organization structure flowchart
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1.7.2: Career Progression and Personal Attributes
Career progression refers to the upward movement or advancement made by operator in his job. Operating
the weaving machine is a very important job in the production cycle of the textile, which involves the use of
mechanical actions to convert yarn into fabric as per customer requirement
This job combines technical skills involving the use of technology, a mastery of the material and textile yarn, its
physical and mechanical properties (understanding how the yarn behaves), its texture (feel) and its visual
aspects. An Airjet Weaving Machine Operator should have good eyesight, matching skills and vision. He/she
should also have good interpersonal skills. Qualities of adaptability and responsiveness, as well as a
craftsman's eye for detail are necessary for success and the achievement of the final material at right quality.

Fig.1.7.2.1: Career progression

A skillful operator has opportunity to make progression from operator to jobber or foreman, supervisor, shift
incharge and even sometimes quality inspector also.. He also has chances to work in technical team of textile
industry to solve machine and product related problems. A smart Airjet weaving operator is always helpful to
industry at the time of new machine erection which added good values to the job profile and career
progression.
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Tips

!

What is your role on Airjet Weaving machine and personal attributes required to perform this role?
Think about this.
Your role is to operate Airjet weaving machine for processes like compacting, shrinkage controlling, GSM
controlling and heat setting done on Compacting machine and you should have good eyesight, matching
skills, vision and interpersonal skills as personal attributes to operates Airjet weaving machine

Notes
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2. Taking Charge of Shift
and Handing Over Shift
to Airjet Weaving
Machine Operator
Unit 2.1 - Taking & Handing over the shift charge
PERFECTING SKILLS

TSC/N2207
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to :
1. perform taking charge and handing over of shift.
2. discuss the production related details/ issues to the incoming counter part.
3. explain the general checklist required for running the air jet loom.
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UNIT 2.1: Taking and Handing Over the Shift Charge
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. understand importance of taking and hand over of shift charge.
2. discuss the production related details/ issues to the incoming counter part.
3. explain the general checklist required for running the air jet loom.

2.1.1: Taking of Shift Charge
Taking shift charge is the process of understanding the work completed and pending for the day / shift. This is
important communication and any gap in this will lead to loss, delay and damage. To be competent operator
must be able to,

Come at least 10-15 minutes earlier to
the workplace. The main advantage of
joining shift earlier by 10-15 minutes is
you and your counterpart will have
enough time to discuss and understand
the aspect so far scheduled activities.

Meet the previous shift operator and
discuss with him/ her regarding the issues
faced by them with respect to the quality
or production or spare or safety or any
other specific instruction etc. This is
important because, as an operator you
should know what has happened in
previous shift and what actions are to be
taken in next shift.

Take complete round of respective weaver
line in order to get the overall picture of
the actual working of that particular
weaver line.
Check the cloth for the running damages.

Ensure that necessary operational tools
like drawing hook, cutter are on place.
Unavailability of such tolls will create
interruption in the production due to
machine stoppages.
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The information in the sort card (loom
card) is required to ensure that required
fabric particulars are being maintained
during the weaving process.

Check availability of the weft yarn
packages as per type of fabric running and
yarn type mentioned in the loom card

Check availability of the yarn bobbins/reel
used for selvedge yarn on looms as false
selvedge and/or leno selvedge.

Check the condition of the running beams
for cross ends, ends pulling out particularly
at the selvedges, catch cord etc.
Check beam exhaust position on each
loom in order to ascertain next knotting or
beam gaiting position.

Check for the size of the cloth rolls & to see
whether any indication is there in the cloth
rolls

Check the cleanliness of the machines &
other work areas.
Check whether any spare/raw material/
tool / fabric/ any other material is thrown
under the machines or in the other work
areas.
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Question the previous shift weaver for any
deviation in the above and should bring
the same to the knowledge of his/ her
shift superior as well that of the previous
shift

Ensure that necessary safety aids / tools
like mask, hearing bud, etc. should be on
place in order to maintain safety during
the working and good health.

Ensure the wastes collection boxes are
empty while taking charge of shift

Table.2.1.1.1: Taking of shift charge

2.1.2: Handover of Shift Charge
Handover shift charge is the process to make upcoming operator understand about the work completed
and pending for the day / shift. This is also very important communication and any gap in this will lead to
loss, delay and damage. To be competent operator must be able to,

Hand over the shift to the incoming
operator in a proper manner. Proper
manner means, you must ensure that
incoming operator has understood the
activities to be perform by him.

Meet the succeeding shift operator and
discuss with him/ her regarding the
issues faced by you with respect to the
quality or production or spare or safety
or any other specific instruction etc.
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To provide all relevant information
regarding the stoppages or break down
in the machine, any damage to the fabric
or machine. If this is not communicated
properly then the breakdown and
damages may reoccur.

Ensure the technical details are
mentioned on the Sort card / loom card
for fabric being produced before
handover of the shift

Keep /arrange the material/tools at their
respective position.

Maintain the cleanliness of the machines
& other work areas before handover the
shift.

Get clearance from the incoming
counterpart before leaving the work spot
report to his/ her shift superiors as well
as that of the incoming shift operator in
case his/ her counterpart doesn't report
for the incoming shift.

Ensure the shift has to be properly
handed over to the incoming shift
operator
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Report to his/ her shift superior about the
quality / production / safety.

Table.2.1.2.1: Handling over shift charge

To avoid wastage of time and material and to prevent accidents: carry out the following in order to avoid
wastage and material in the department and also to prevent any accidents
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Meet the previous shift weaver& discuss with him/ her the issues faced by them with respect to
the quality, production, spare, safety or any other specific instruction
Understand the type of fabric produced, specifications of fabrics followed in the air jet loom for
his allocated number of looms or machines
Ensure the technical details are mentioned on the display board on airjet loom machine
Understand the machine position either it is in working condition or waiting for want of program
or stop due to any other technical reasons.
Information regarding the new fabric qualities/sorts started in the previous shift, their
performance, rejection or defects occurred in the same shift and any other instruction to be
followed / received from supervisors/shift in-charge. Also ensure that target production was
achieved in previous shift
Look at Stoppages and breakdown history of machine in previous shift.
Understand next shift fabric sorts to be knotted or gaited and also understand the urgency if any.
Special care to be taken for critical qualities in program and if any sampling activity.
Ensure that Empty roll / trolley is kept available for fabric roll unloading.
Check that machine and machine surrounding area is kept clean.
Check loom, passage area and all other parts are clean
Ensure that all the utilities supply is proper and sufficient.
Report to your superior about the quality / production / safety issues/ any other issue faced in
the shift before leaving the department.
Report to your supervisor in case your counterpart doesn't report for the incoming shift
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Tips

!

What are the important communications and steps required to be taken during taking and hand over of
shift charge?
Think about this.
1. Shift taking procedure
List out the steps you will have to undergo while taking charge of shift

2. Shift handover procedure
List out the steps you will have to undergo while giving charge of shift
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3. Important communication
Briefly explain the important information to be communicated during shift changing

Notes
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3. Run The Rapier Loom
Efficiently
PERFECTING SKILLS

Unit 3.1 - Preparatory Activities in the Loomshed
Unit 3.2 - Airjet loom Signals
Unit 3.3 - Running the Airjet loom
Unit 3.4 - Precautions on Airjet loom operation
Unit 3.5 - Fabric Defects
Unit 3.6 - Fabric Inspection System
Unit 3.7 - Loom Patrolling

TSC/N2208
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain preparatory activities on the Airjet Weaving machine.
2. describe different signal and its importance.
3. explain common type of fabric defects.
4. explain the different Fabric inspection systems.
5. explain the patrolling procedure of machines.
6. explain the checks required to be carried out on Beam Gaiting and Knotting beam looms.
7. describe the proper and improper steps normally observed on looms.
8. describe the corrective /preventive action to be taken on Airjet Weaving machine.
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UNIT 3.1: Preparatory Activities in the Loomshed
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. to understand preparatory activities in the loomshed.
2. describe specified task as per work order and situation arise to operate Airjet Weaving machine.
3. learn different signal and its importance.

3.1.1: Airjet looms preparation methods
While operating airjet weaving machine, operator must be competent to understand and perform different
operations. This unit provides performance criteria, knowledge & understanding and skills & abilities
required to run Airjet loom, by attending to warp breakages, weft breakages so as to get maximum output &
minimum defects, without causing any damage and without wasting much of raw materials, spares, tools
etc., & without spoiling the environmental aspects

Come at least 10-15 minutes earlier to the
workplace in order to understand the current
situation and understand the aspect so far
scheduled activities.

Take complete round of respective weaver line in
order to get the overall idea about respective
weaver line. Also Check the cloth for the running
damages.

Ensure that necessary operational tools like
drawing hook, cutter are on place. Unavailability
of such tolls will create interruption in the
production due to machine stoppages.

Check for any quality / beam changes in
previous shift and the progress of work going
on for such work. Depending upon this, he can
plan out action plan for carrying out various
activities during entire shift.
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Check availability of the weft yarn packages as
per type of fabric running and yarn type
mentioned in the loom. By checking such
aspects, he/she can avoid downtime due to
shortage of weft.

Check availability of the yarn bobbins/reel used
for selvedge yarn on looms as false selvedge
and/or leno selvedge.

Check the condition of the running beams for
cross ends, ends pulling out particularly at the
selvedges, catch cord etc.
Check beam exhaust position on each loom in
order to ascertain next knotting or beam gaiting
position. Also inquire about availability of
weaver beams for the beam finished looms.

Check for the size of the cloth rolls & to see
whether any indications or fabric defects are
there in the cloth rolls

Check the cleanliness of the machines & other
work areas.
Check whether any spare/raw material/ tool /
fabric/ any other material is thrown under the
machines or in the other work areas. Notice
any obstacles you may find to disturb your
movement during working.

Ensure that necessary safety aids / tools like
mask, hearing bud, etc. should be on place in
order to maintain safety during the working and
good health.
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Ensure the wastes collection boxes are empty
during charge of shift.

Receive the instruction from supervisor.

Table: - 3.1.1.1: Preparatory activities in the Airjet loom section
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UNIT 3.2: Airjet loom Signals
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. describe different signal and its importance.

3.2.1: Different Signals, Indicators, Displays and Its Importance
A signal is referred as communication system that "conveys information about the behavior or attributes of
some phenomenon". Signal transform and provides information on the status of a physical system or
machine for awareness, updates, shift change, etc. while Indicators and displays convey production status,
quality, beam gaiting / knotting position, important company/policies/target related notices/news, good
practices/SOP related displays, etc. Airjet Weaving being very high productive machine, effective signal and
message transforming system is must for higher production. Above aspects are key factors for effective
communication at work at Airjet Weaving machine. Signal may be in the form of light, symbol, mike and
speakers, or may be gesture of human being.
Stopping of loom is identified by the signal lights, which need to be understood by the operator.
Different types of signals, indicators are used on machines or in loomshed.

Fig.3.2.1.1: Different Light Signals

Fig.3.2.1.2: Efficiency Board

Table: - 3.2.1.3: Different signals, indicators and its importance

* The above meaning in relation to light indicator may vary from machine model to model. It may sometimes in
combination with two light or different colour than mentioned in above table.
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Notes
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UNIT 3.3: Running the Airjet loom
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. demonstrate the Weaver's knot.
2. attend to warp breaks on loom.
3. attend to weft breakage on loom.
4. explain Other work practices in air jet loom department.

3.3.1: Weaver's knot
This type of knot is required to be put in case of any yarn breakages on weaving machine.
Why Weaver's knot?
Simply because weaver's knot gives a slimmer and strong knot than an overhand one so that it can pass easily
through drop pin, heald wire eye and reed dent particularly in case of dense quality. Small enough that it will
affect the surface weave the least and strong enough to withstand the tension of weaving.
To be competent, operator must be able to:
Do tiny and firm weaver's knots
Ensure the weavers knot is of minimum size to pass easily through the heald wires and reed

··

Stepwise procedure for making weaver's knot is shown below:

Fig.3.3.1.1: Hold tail end of the broken
yarns separately with the right and left
hand- Step 1

Fig. 3.3.1.2: Put the tails ends one over
another -Step 2

Fig.3.3.1.3: Wrap round the bottom yarn
over the left-hand thumb finger to form
loom and passed beyond the same tie
yarn and in between the tail ends by
holding the loop - Step 3

Fig.3.3.1.4: Appearance of the yarn
shape formation of step 3
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Fig.3.3.1.5: Pushing the bottom yarn tail
end inside the loop by right finger-Step 4.

·
·

Fig.3.3.1.6: Appearance of the yarn
shape formation of step 4

Fig.3.3.1.7: Insert the tail end inside the
loop and take it out of the loop - Step 5.

Fig.3.3.1.8: Pulling two tail ends and
loop (bottom yarn) formed yarn end
simultaneously - Step 6.

Fig.3.3.1.9: Knot formation - Step 7.

Fig.3.3.1.10: Knot appearance

At every time of fixing the broken ends with a weaver's knot, weaver has to ensure the quality of knot
such as it size and strength by visual checking and slight hand pulling
If the knot is big in size than the optimum size, it will be difficult to enter the heald wire and reed which in
turn causes unnecessary break once again with waste of time leading to downtime of machine

3.3.2: Attending warp break
Attend the warp breakages at the earliest by identifying the specific end and piecing with weaver's knot.
Ensure that extra ends do not get entangled with running ends at the back end of loom.

check the indicating lamp for machine
stoppage due to warp breakage
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Find out the broken warp end. If you are
front side of loom, observe the broken tail
end of warp at reed before going to the
back of loom. This will assist in identifying
location of broken end and time of
attending warp end can be reduced.

Go back side of loom and sway the hand
on the drop pins to find the dropped pin of
broken end. If indicator LED lamps are
present on the individual warp stop
motion bars, use the indication of the
same to identify particular row of serrated
bar. Sway the drop pins from front side to
find out the dropped pin of broken end.

Identify the specific pin dropped due to
warp end break or missing warp yarn.

Mend the broken warp end in the sized
beams with the thrums of the same yarn
of the sized beams. In case of missing/cut
end in the beam, tie the reserve yarn to
the tail end from woven side.

Tie both the tail ends with weaver's knot.

Draw the mended warp yarn through the
drop pin, heald and reed dent properly as
per the drawing order prescribed.
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Take any slackness of mended warp
toward front side of loom and hold the
same under slight tension before starting
the machine.

Start the loom without inching/ in one
stroke

Table:-3.3.2.1: Steps to Attend the warp breakages

3.3.3: Attending weft break/stop
Check the indicator lamp. Find out the breakage position (whether it is before accumulator or in the
accumulator or accumulator to Tandem nozzles or in the main nozzles to stretch nozzle /filling detector).
Depending upon the position, take appropriate action.
1. In case of weft exhaust, replace the
same with new yarn package and
perform the threading through yarn
guide, detector, weft accumulator, weft
tensioner / detector, tandem & main
nozzle, etc.

2. If break occurs at weft package to
accumulator, tie the knot between tail
end of weft package and remaining end
of weft from weft accumulator. Find out
the last pick inserted in the produced
cloth, by ensuring proper pick finding.
Start the loom without inching/ in one
stroke.
3. However, in most of the cases, weft
threading is needed to be done through
weft accumulator if tail end is not
present at weft accumulator. For the
same, use flexible piecing wire. Wind
the weft on to the piecing wire and pass
the same through the various elements
of weft accumulator.
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4. Initiate the winding of weft on weft
accumulator drum by pressing the
button provided for the same so that
winding of few layer of this feed weft
yarn takes place on accumulator's drum.

5. Guide the yarn through tandem and
main nozzle. For initiating and assisting
this yarn, switch provided for each
nozzle should be used for initiating a jet
through the nozzles.

6. Find out the last pick inserted in the
cloth fell, by ensuring proper pick
finding. Start the loom without inching/
in one stroke.

7. In case of weft break in the accumulator
to tandem nozzle zone or at
tandem/main nozzle, guide the tail end
through tandem/main nozzle and
perform the step mentioned above in
point no. 4, 5 and 6

Table:-3.3.3.1: Steps to Attend the weft breakages
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UNIT 3.4: Precautions on Airjet loom Operation
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. describe the precautions to be taken for preventing warp yarn.
2. describe the precautions to be taken for preventing weft packages.
3. explain the other best work practices to improve he production efficiency.

3.4.1: Precautions to be taken for preventing warp
Take following precaution to prevent warp breaks:
1) In case of missing end in the beam, warp end from the extra end provided in beam can be taken for
mending purpose. The direction of this warp end should be align with other warp ends. The guide
hook/ring provided on the extra pipe mounted/arrangement near backrest roller can be used for
maintaining proper passage of such cross ends during drawing-in cross ends.

Fig.3.4.1.1: Correct & Incorrect Passage of Warp Yarn

2) Inform supervisor about any abnormality in the weaver beams e.g. frequent cut / missing ends in
beams, more cross ends in beam, more extra ends in the beam(standard 1 extra end for every 1000
ends in beam), more than required ends in auxiliary selvedge ends, abnormal breakages of the warp
ends in beam, sizing patch related problem, damaged portion to warp ends, damages to beam
flanges, etc.
3) Symmetric Shed (uniformity of the shed on both side of the loom) should be maintained by evenly
fixing of Warp stop Motion and Backrest position. Asymmetric shed will lead to frequent warp
breakages as well as non-uniform weft density along the fabric width.

Fig.3.4.1.2: Same Position of Backrest & Warp stop
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4) Sharp cuts on weavers beam's flanges which may lead to selvedge breaks, should be avoided.
Polishing of the same before putting on warping machine is highly recommended.

Fig.3.4.1.3: Sharp edges at beam flanges

5) Keep watch on the relay nozzle condition. Sometimes warp end from bottom shed line is found to be
held up at its tip due to worn out portion. In this case, chances of frequent warp breaks or single line
defect in the fabric will be more. Inform such case to supervisor.

Fig.3.4.1.4:

6) Report damaged/poor condition of head wires, reed dent and drop pins to supervisor as them same
will liable to increase warp breakages.
7) Report abnormal jumping of beam to the supervisor.
8) After attending to the warp breaks, ensure that the loose threads are hanged in higher length (not
more than 4 to 5 mm). accordingly, it has to be trimmed.
9) Draw catch card ends properly and also to ensure the size of the catch card & the selvedges
10) Ensure proper tension and yarn path for the yarn drawn through various elements of auxiliary
selvedge formation and leno ends. Also ensure reserve reel of leno and auxiliary selvedge so that the
same can be replaced as soon as running reel is exhausted.

Fig.3.4.1.5: Leno Yarn reel

Fig.3.4.1.6: Bobbins for Auxiliary Selvedge

11) Guide extra ends through the spring to the winding device.
12) For missing end in beam, take the nearest positioned extra end and guide it through the spring into
the missing end position.
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13) Lap end on warp beam are extra end coming up, or a previously missing end coming back. In case of
becoming bigger lap size, cut the same keeping extra length to be wrap around beam at same
position.
14) In case of thick end, replace the same with a normal end from the reserve.
15) Separate the end in case of stuck ends (sizing fault).
16) In case of slub or thick place in the yarn, remove it, to avoid warp breaks (if the slub does not pass the
reed), or to avoid a fault (if the slub goes into the cloth).
17) Keep the beam and surround area clean in order to settle the fly/dust on warp yarn. It may cause
warp breaks.
18) When drop wires are missing or broken, they must be replaced. Do not take more than one end
through a wire, because the stop motion will no longer work. If there are extra drop wires, take them
out or tie them up to avoid false stops.
19) When a heald wire breaks the weaver has to change it. If there are several healds to change the
weaver should call the fixer in order to avoid stopping his patrolling for a long time.
20) Any wrong drawn end in the reed must correct immediately.
21) Remove wild / suspended yarn immediately before they become woven in. When trimming knots
never drop the cut-off ends onto the warp.

3.4.2: Take following precautions to Prevent Weft breaks
1) Proper and effective cleaning of weft accumulator prevent fly/dust settling on weft accumulator as
well lessen the downtime of accumulator due to mechanical or electrical problems.
2) Check the condition of the weft packages before placing the same in holders. Deformed/poor quality
packages lead to frequent weft breaks. Bring this to the notice of supervisor.

Fig.3.4.2.1: Deformed yarn packages

3) Ensure practice of knotting the tail end of weft running packages with the front end of reserved weft
packages put on the weft package stand at looms. Check presence of weft reserve yarn. In case of
absence, report the same to supervisor.

Fig.3.4.2.2: Tail to lead ends of weft packages tying
for continuous running of weft yarn on looms
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4) Insist on at least two feeders working in order to prevent weft way shade variation and longer running
of weft leading to higher loom efficiency due to less weft stoppages.
5) Ensure proper surface condition of all elements which come in contact with weft yarn from weft
package to tandem nozzles particularly yarn guides, tensioners. There should not be any sharp
cuts/grooves which may rupture the yarn leading to frequent weft breaks.

Fig.3.4.2.3: Sharp Cuts at Leaf
Spring of tension unit

6) Package to weft feeder and Weft feeder (accumulator) to tension unit alignment should be
maintained properly in order to avoid excess stress on weft yarn. Smooth weft yarn withdrawal
and minimum weft breaks will be achieved through proper alignment.

Fig.3.4.2.4: Proper & Improper Alignment

7) Preferably use weft packages from the same lot of yarn to avoid such shade variation related problem.

3.4.3: Other work practices
·

·

During patrolling/attending yarn breaks, keep constant vigil on the fabric defects like temple mark, wrong
drawing, wrong denting, end out/missing end, double end, etc. and attend the same as early as possible
and also ensure that the other fabric defects too are corrected at the earliest, before continuing further
production. Ensure early remedies for the various fabric defects such as floated tail end (in case of tuck-in
selvedge, short broken picks/short picks, kinks, snarls, bad/cut selvedge, slack or tight ends, stitches, etc.
Ensure proper cleaning of the machines and work area without damaging/staining the fabrics in the
looms where the cleaning work is carried out as well as in the adjacent & opposite looms. Use correct
pressure of compressed air without misuse. Too high pressure is very harmful to certain machine parts as
well as human body. Also, with very low pressure, cleaning will not be effective.
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·
·
·
·

·

·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·

In case of any floats, stop the machine and unweave the same & run the machine without starting
mark or crack
Check fabric area particularly cloth fell position for starting mark or minor crack during starting of
loom.
After attending to the warp breaks, cut the loose threads of tied ends not more than 4 mm to 5 mm).
Patrol the machines to find out any abnormality in warp sheet and fabric e.g. wild yarn on warp sheet,
entangled broken end with other warp ends, about to finish auxiliary selvedge yarn reel, weft
packages, weaver beam, beam jumping, broken drop pins, broken heald wires, temple marks in
fabrics, etc.
Collect all the waste yarn, remnant after every warp or weft break mending in the waist bag provided
for each operator which can be ultimately disposed in the places/ bins provided, at the end of the
shift.
Ensure that the correct type weft yarn, as per the " loom card" only is used
See that the weft yarn is completely used, without giving room for generation of additional wastage
due to remnants. For any quality issue or defective cone etc., the same has to be brought to the notice
of the superiors
Do not pull out warp ends or catch card ends, unnecessarily. if end is getting cut often in the selvedges
or in the catch card, , the same has to be brought to the notice of the mechanics/ fitters/ superiors &
get it corrected
Ensure that all the stop motions, indication lamps , preventive mechanisms etc., function properly
Ensure correct quality of thrums are there & see that the same are properly tied
Check the knotted loom for knotting quality etc.
Report any other quality issue to superiors.
Ensure that his/her looms are stopped for a minimum possible down time due to whatever reason &
see that he/ she gets maximum outputs in his/ her shift
Check the fabrics for the defects atleast twice in a shift and sign on the cloth in both times
Ensure that cloth rolls are doffed whenever/ wherever necessary
Ensure that cloth rolls are doffed whenever/ wherever necessary
Give preference to safety.
Not enter the area, where he/ she is not allowed.
Ensure that no raw material/ cloth/ spare/ tool / any other material is thrown under/ near the
machines or in the other work areas.
Check for the reasons for the frequent warp/ weft breaks the reasons that could be corrected by
himself/ herself should be corrected. Otherwise, the same has to be reported to the mechanics/
fitters/ superiors.
Get information about production target and quality standards from superiors. Keep the
records/information up-to-date.
Ensure no oil or grease leakages at any loom's assembly.
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·

·

In case of beam gaiting or knotting, ensure proper work / duties performed by different categories
involved in the said work i.e. proper cleanliness of beam finished loom, application of scheduled
lubrication, no missed end in the design, correct warp, weft and fabric particulars(EPI, PPI, fabric
width, etc.), no cross ends, enough provision of extra ends, correct condition of temples, absence of
any defects in newly produced first piece, good condition of drop pins, heald wires / frames, reeds,
correct design pattern, correct beam position and fixing / no beam jumping, good condition of beam
particularly beam flanges should be free from any cuts/scratches, cleaned beam wheel condition,
correct selvedge binding and weave, correct length of fringe and auxiliary selvedge's pick length,
correct position of weft packages and weft accumulators, proper formation of tucking-in selvedge,
etc. Report frequent machine stops due to warp breaks, weft breaks or any other reasons to
supervisor/concerned person.
Avoid contact of weavers stand or any other parts with weaver beam.

Fig.3.4.3.1: Touching of beam wheel to roller and weaver stand
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UNIT 3.5: Fabric Defects
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. describe the possible woven fabric defects on air jet loom operation.
2. explain the caused and remedies of the woven fabric defects.

3.5.1: Woven fabric defects
Defect is an unwanted structure on the fabric formed due to many reasons mainly due to weaver
practices/negligence, machine, raw materials, weaving preparatory process. Operator should report any
defects to concerned persons immediately for attending the same as early as possible. To minimize the
defects in the fabric during the weaving, operator should take effective quality rounds on their respective
weaver line.
Following are the common defects formed due to various reasons:
Defects due to operator /machine:- Wrong drawing , wrong denting, double end, missing pick, hand stain,
end out , hole, wrong weft, bad selvedge, end out, let-off, take- up problem, temple mark, temple cut, emery
hole/ emery cut / emery mark, broken pick, double pick, snarls, impression mark, oil stain, selvedge cut,
loops, weft stitches, warp stitches, bumping mark, weft crack, short pick, cloth torn , bad shedding, warp
floats, weft floats, reed mark, bad selvedge, starting mark, thin & thick place , hair line crack, under tick in,
tails.
Spinning faults:- thin place, thick place, neps, Colour flies, yarn variation, shade variation, colour flecks, Slub,
neps/ball, kitties, contamination, etc.
Warping & Sizing faults:- Missing/cut ends, shade variation, size patches, sizing oil, bead formation, sticky
ends, kitties, contamination, etc.
Weaving faults:- wrong weft, wrong pattern, less width, low EPI, low PPI, wrong warp.
Following are some of the common fabric defects found in the fabric:

3.5.1.1: Warp way Defects
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3.5.1.2: Selvedge related Defects
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3.5.1.3: Weft way Defects
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3.5.1.4: Other Defects
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UNIT 3.6: Fabric Inspection System
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. describe the available woven fabric inspection systems.

3.6.1: Types of Fabric inspection systems
Various defects in the fabric either mar the appearance or adversely affect some of these desired
characteristics. Thus, fabric produced is inspected before releasing it for dispatch so that proper quality goods
reach the customers. The main objective of inspection is the detection of the defects as early as possible in
the manufacturing process so that time and money are not wasted later on in either correcting the defect or
writing off defective garments. Fabric inspection is done for fault/defect rate, fabric construction, end to end
or edge to edge shading, colour, hand or feel, length/width, print defect and appearance. Various systems are
used for grading of fabric based on the defects in the fabric. Among all systems, the 4-point inspection system
has got wide acceptance and is adopted globally by fabric and garment manufacturers.
1) 4 Point Inspection System: The 4-Point System, also called the American Apparel Manufacturers (AAMA)
point-grading system for determining fabric quality, is widely used for fabric inspection and is endorsed by the
AAMA as well as the ASQC (American Society or Quality Control).
In the 4-Point System 1, 2, 3 and 4 penalty points assign according to the size and significance of the defect. No
more than 4 penalty points can be assigned for any single defect. Defect can be in either length or width
direction, the system remains the same. Only major defects are considered. No penalty points are assigned to
minor defects.
In this system, one should inspect at least 10 per cent of the total rolls in the shipment and make sure to select
at least one roll of each colour way.
Fabric defects are assigned points based on the following:

Total defect points per 100 square yards or meters of fabric are calculated and the acceptance criteria is
generally not more than 40 penalty points. Fabric rolls containing more than 40 points are considered
"seconds".
The formula to calculate penalty points per 100 square yards of meters is given by:
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The following are noteworthy points for this system:

·
·
·
·

No more than 4 penalty points can be assigned for any single defect.
The fabric is graded regardless of the end-product.
This system makes no provision for the probability of minor defects.
4 point system is most widely used system in apparel industry as it is easy to teach and learn.

Depending upon the type of fabric and customer's acceptance criteria, different points per 100 sq. yards or
meters of inspected fabrics will be decided for accepting or rejection of fabric length.
2) Ten Point Inspection System:- It was developed in the 1950's. This system assigns penalty points to each
defect, depending on the length of the defect.
Penalty points are assigned as per the following:

Under the Ten-Point System, a piece is graded a "first" if the total penalty points do not exceed the total
yardage of the piece. A piece is graded a "second" if the total penalty points exceed the total yardage of the
piece.
The following points are noteworthy:
This system is bit complicated because points per length are different for warp and weft defects.
It is difficult in practical use.
Depending upon the type of fabric and customer's acceptance criteria, different points per 100 sq.
yards or meters of inspected fabrics will be decided for accepting or rejection of fabric length.

·
·
·

3) Graniteville "78" Inspection system:- This system was introduced in 1975 for the field of fabric grading.
The system divides defects into major and minor types. The major defect is one, which is very obvious and
leads the goods to second quality. The minor defect is one, which may or may not have caused garment to
second, depending on its location in the end use item.
Penalty Points are assigned as per the following:
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The following points are noteworthy in this system:

·
·
·
·
·

The principle was established in garment cutting piece, in which, the short length defects (less than
9") will normally be removed.
shade variation The system tries to balance the importance of longer defects (over 9") and put less
weight on 1-10" defects such as slubs.
shade variation The system also suggests the viewing distance of 9 foot instead of normal 3-foot
viewing distance.
shade variation The system tends to eliminate very small defects from the total penalty score.
shade variation This is mostly recommended for use, where larger garments are to be cut with
fabrics of wider widths.

4) British system of grading Cuttable faults, Warp way, Continuous faults, Specification deviation:A grade:no cuttable faults
no warp way
continuous faults

·
·
·

·
·

no 3 major faults
15 minor points

B grade:Rejection
deviation from a grade

·
·
Cuttable faults:wrong pattern
· lethole- off
· bad
shedding
· take - up
· size patches
· selvedge cut
· sizing oil
· weft crack
· bead formation
· cloth torn
· wrong weft
·
·
Major faults:wrong drawing
guide tooth mark
· wrong
·
under tuck in
· end outdenting
· tails
· double end
· warp stitches
· temple mark
· warp floats
· temple cut
· reed mark
· emery hole
· bad selvedge
· emery cut
· yarn variation
· emery mark
· shade variation
· impression mark
·
·
Cloth width:is accepted & no excess above 0.5" is accepted
· noEndsminus
per inch – plus or minus 2 is accepted
· Picks per
inch – plus or minus 1
·
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UNIT 3.7: Loom Patrolling
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain the importance of loom patrolling.

3.7.1: Loom Patrolling
Most of the fabric defects can be controlled or minimized by proper patrolling of looms by weaver.
Cycle patrolling:
1. It consists of starting at a given machine and proceeding around the whole set in a regular and consistent
manner.
2. The purpose of this is to inspect and correct everything that would cause a stop of the machine, before it
happens.
3. This way of patrolling is especially used for high quality fabrics, or for high warp breaks, for looms without
stop signaling, or for high number of looms in a section.
Interrupted patrolling:
1. This is the style of patrolling appropriate to the factory where a weaver is attending more number of
looms.
2. The principle purpose is to inspect the warp side of the machine twice as often as the cloth side on a
routine regular basis, the weaver only being interrupted by stopped machines. Even then, the weaver
checks the intermediate machines on his way to the stopped machine.
3. In the sketch the weaver makes the following control.

Fig.3.7.1.1: Random Patrolling
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Assume that initially all the machines are running. Starting at the top left-hand corner, the weaver is
patrolling along the warp alley when the second machine along stops. In moving to that machine, the
weaver controls number 1 machine, which he has to pass on the way.
After repairing number two machines the weaver continues on his patrol inspecting the rear of
machines 3 & 4 before noticing that machine 6 has stopped.
He therefore inspects the rear of machine 5 before walking to repair machine 6.
He then returns to his patrol, continuing the inspection of the warp side of the machines.
When he has completed round on warp side, he patrols cloth side and then again warp side as indicated
in the diagram. After completing two rounds on warp side he takes one round on front side of loom no.4
to 1. Thus, weaver makes two rounds on warp side and one round on cloth side.

Patrol Controls:
Back of loom (warp alley)
1. Slubs: A thick place in the warp: slubs in the warp yarn sheet can cause problems when passing through
the drop wires, heald wires or reed. Once spotted it is the weaver's responsibility to remove it, to avoid warp
breaks if the slub does not pass the reed; or to avoid a fault if the slub goes into the cloth.
2. Extra end: Guide it through the guide eyes to the winding device.
3. Missing end: Take the nearest positioned extra end and guide it through the guide eyes to the missing end
position.
4. Crossed end: To be corrected by the weaver.
5. Lap end on warp beam: It can be an extra end coming up, or a previously missing end coming back.
6. Thick end or wrong yarn count (Ne): Take out, guide to the winding device, identify the end as incorrect
with a lable, and replace with a normal end from the extra end reserve.
7. Stuck ends / sizing fault: Separate the ends with the help of the guides.
8. Spare end bobbin: The extra ends provided on the warp beam need to be guided through the guides
provided on the spare end bar, to the side of the loom and then wound onto the spare end bobbin. These
need to be kept tidy otherwise a tangled mess will quickly result. When the bobbin is full it needs to be
stripped.
9. Fluff and fly: When pieces of fluff or fly have settled on the warp, they should be removed immediately to
prevent them from being woven in. Fluff and fly attached to machinery should be removed before it becomes
detached and also weavers into the cloth.
10. Waste / wild yarn: Extra piece of yarn, which have either been left on a beam or have dropped onto a
loom, remove them immediately before they become entangled or woven in.
Front of loom (cloth alley)
1. Cloth quality
a) Short picks: Is the weft being inserted properly?
b) Kinks and snarls: Is the weft too lively or not enough tension?
c) Weft bars: Is this a variation of weft; or take-up or left-off motion malfunction?
d) Uneven yarn: Has the weft quality deteriorated and the cone needs to be changed?
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e) Broken pick: Has the weft been inserted for the whole width of the cloth, either breaking in its insertion or
not being held at the receiving side?
f) Stitching: This is usually associated with a slack warp end, or too low warp tension.
g) Double end: Two ends weaving as one in the same heald break out the extra end.
h) Wrong draft: An end or ends have been inserted into the wrong heald eye, resulting in a break in the cloth
pattern.
i) Wrong dent: An end has been drawn incorrectly in the reed resulting in a warp line down the cloth or a
break in the cloth pattern.
2. Selvedge: Is the selvedge complete and correct, resulting in a correct edge to the fabric? Are the cut-off
selvedge being removed correctly? Is the selvedge construction correct?
3. Weft creel
a) Weft creel cleanliness: Make sure that there is no fluff or fly waiting to be caught by the weft.
b) Weft cone mounting/alignment: Are the cones correctly mounted and aligned to the accumulator?
c) Weft cone transfer tails: Have the tails been tied correctly and the knots placed under the transfer clamps.
Are the tails of the reserve cones safely fastened away from the running packages?
d) Cones: Are there any empty cones to replace?
4. Leno: Kindly ensure following;
· Are the leno yarn bobbins rotation is corrected?
· Is there an adequate quantity of yarn on the bobbins?
· Is the leno yarn being guided correctly?
· Is the leno edge being properly formed?
5. Y arn guides: Are all the catch cord yarn guides clean and in good condition?
6. Oil: Are there any oil marks on the cloth and what has caused them? What need to be done to prevent the
problem?
7. Temple marks: Is the cloth passing correctly over the temples? Are any marks being created?
8. Reed marks: Is there any warp way lines caused by a damaged reed?
9. Noises: Are there any unusual noises, which the fixer needs to investigate?
10. Vibration: Are there any unusual vibrations that the fixer needs to investigate?
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Tips
1.
2.
3.
4.

!

Keep your hands clean to avoid 30% of the fabric stains
Clean hands will ensure zero knotting stains
Managing the paths of extra ends will avoid the cross ends formation
Practicing 15 weavers knots per minute will reduce the down time of the machine while warp breaks
drastically.

Notes
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4. Maintain Work Area,
Tools and Machines
Unit 4.1 - Maintain work area in Airjet weaving shed
PERFECTING SKILLS

Unit 4.2 - Maintain tools in Airjet weaving shed

TSC/N9001
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain importance of work area maintenance.
2. explain, fabric, machine & material handling process.
3. explain the work area tools and its maintenance.
4. explain importance of housekeeping tools and its effective use.
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UNIT 4.1: Maintain work area in Airjet weaving shed
Unit Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain importance of work area maintenance.
2. explain, fabric, machine & material handling process.

4.1.1: Points to follow in Airjet weaving department
The Operator should understand the following:ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Importance of Material handling and correct use of machinery, equipment and tools
Good housekeeping which provide pleasant and productive environment for working.
Proper covering of fabric / material in the department.
Importance of clean, hazard free and oil spillage free working area. If observed clean it immediately.
Importance of avoiding mixing of anything in the waste box e.g. mixing of different type of waste in
waste box should be avoided because waste has also certain value and suitable reuse depending
upon type of waste material.
Keeping the material on its place with proper identification and traceability.
Minimizing waste of materials
Proper maintenance of tools and equipment
carry out cleaning within one's responsibility
reporting of unsafe equipment and other dangerous occurrences
ensuring correct positioning of machine guards
working in a comfortable position with the correct posture
using cleaning equipment and methods appropriate for the work to be carried out
disposing of waste safely in the designated location
proper storing of cleaning equipment safely after use

For carrying drawn/undrawn beams, yarn
packages and cloth rollers, use
appropriate equipment

Good practices of covering weavers'
beams / cloth rollers by plastic sheet and
any other suitable means.
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Good practice of collecting waste material
in the waste collector

Stacking of rollers in the proper way

Proper storing of Heald frames

Proper storing of reeds

It is a good practice to retain the plastic
covering/packing of the weft yarn
packages prior to use.
Before using the same on loom as weft,
ensure condition of packages.

Proper storing of lubrications in a separate
room
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Improper handling of warp stop serration
bars e.g. laying of bars on floor after beam
finished or during beam gaiting /knotting
process may damage the bars.

Improper handling of warp stop serration
bars e.g. laying of bars on floor after beam
finished or during beam gaiting /knotting
process

Work in a comfortable position with the
correct posture

Use cleaning equipment and methods
appropriate for the work to be carried out

Dispose of waste safely in the designated
location

Table.4.1.1.1: Work area tools and handling practice on Airjet Weaving machine
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Tips

!

What is importance of work area handling and how to handle in-process yarn packages, weaver beams
and produced fabric?
Operator should ensure proper housekeeping and maintaining the floor area surrounding to the machines
clean in order to achieve efficient handing of all resources. Machine and floor cleaning shall be done as
per decided schedule and ensure it should be free from dust, oil, stains, hard waste and other obstructive
materials. During machine cleaning at beam falls, ensure very effective cleaning of each and every aspects
of machines e.g. weft accumulator (weft feeder), shedding under motion/links, picking and receiving area
, etc. Ensure proper collection of empty sleeves/cones, false selvedge yarn, other yarn waste / hard waste
in waste collection box. All the input / output materials should be placed properly with proper
identification, covering and traceability at /near machine so as to use it effectively. Wherever possible,
ensure proper covering of the fabric / material in the department.

Notes
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UNIT 4.2: Maintain tools in Airjet weaving shed
Unit Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain the work area tools and its maintenance.
2. explain importance of housekeeping tools and its effective use.

4.2.1: Various Housekeeping Tools & their Importance
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Individual should understand importance of housekeeping
Good housekeeping provides pleasant and productive environment for working.
The floor area surrounding to the machines, machines itself, all other parts in machine should be clean
Ensure that all the yarn packages / fabric / material in the department are properly covered and stored.
All the material should be kept on its place with proper identification and traceability.
The machine should be cleaned daily for dust deposition, color stains, oil stains etc.
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Tips

!

What is housekeeping and its effective use?
Think about this.
You should ensure clean house keeping of the floor area surrounding to the m/c.
All the rollers and guiders and other parts in machine should be clean. Ensure that all the fabric / material in
the department are properly covered.
A clean machine and clean surrounding leads to minimize handling stains and damages on the fabric. Effective
housekeeping and proper use of Housekeeping tools reduces chances of accident in process house.

Notes
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5. Working in a Team
Unit 5.1 - Concept and Advantages of Working in a Team
PERFECTING SKILLS

Unit 5.2 - Commitment and Trust
Unit 5.3 - Communication
Unit 5.4 - Adaptability
Unit 5.5 - Creative Freedom

TSC/N9002
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. explain the importance and advantages of working in a Team.
2. explain the importance of commitment and trust.
3. explain the importance of effective communication, self-improvement, organization improvement and
productivity with quality improvement.
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UNIT 5.1: Concept and Advantages of Working In A Team
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. understand concept and Advantages of Working in a Team.
2. explain how team work is important to achieve self-improvement, organization improvement and
quality productivity Improvement.

5.1.1: Concept of Team Working
Team work means all employees working together with one common goal, with similar and standard style
of working with commitment and trust on each other with focus towards the common goal.

Fig.5.1.1.1: Concept of team work

5.1.2: Advantages of “Working In a Team”
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Increased awareness of the contribution and role of each member.
Greater commitment to the task because of increased participation and pride in team accomplishments.
Increase in cooperative attitude among members.
Better quality decisions because of increased member input.
Greater commitment to decision implementation.
More creative problem solving.
Improved interpersonal relationships among members.
Improved communication in all direction, increased efficiency in quantity and quality of work
accomplished.
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Tips

!

What is team working and its advantages?
Think about this.
Team work means all employees working together with one common goal, with similar and standard style
of working with commitment and trust on each other with focus towards the common goal. Benefits of
team work are self-improvement, organization improvement, quality and productivity Improvement.

Notes
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UNIT 5.2: Commitment and Trust
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. take responsibility to do own job.
2. work effectively and efficiently.

5.2.1: Commitment and trust
·
·
·

·

Commitment is an important part of trust. Every team member must commit to helping teammates
meet the goals of the team -no matter if personal or professional obstacles present themselves
For example, a team member who has to take an extended amount of sick leave should be willing
to do as much work as possible from home
Team members must be able to rely on one another to do their part of the team's work without fail.
Each team member must be cognizant of the detrimental consequences of not following through on
commitments
Overcome all hindrance to achieve the goal without respite and set as an example to other team
members

Fig.5.2.1.1: Commitment and trust

5.2.2: Be Accountable to the Own Role in Whole Process
Take the ownership of the machines assigned; check the process parameters, machine conditions, lots
processed, working conditions, Lot identification systems, etc., every shift while taking charge and ensure
proper conditions and systems. Perform the calendar machine operating jobs as per the standard
operating procedures.

Fig.5.2.2.1: Accountability of own role
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5.2.3: Perform All Roles with Full Responsibility
Take instructions from the superiors and previous shift workers and understand the changes made in the
previous shift and perform the calendar operating jobs as specified. Patrol the assigned machines
continuously as specified, feeding the lots, clean the machines, coordinate with the shift supervisor, cleaning
and maintenance personnel and perform the specified duties and responsibilities.

Fig.5.2.3.1: Personnel responsibility

Handover the machines in good working conditions to the incoming shift calendar operator and fully brief
him about the history of lots run in previous shift and also highlight about the special instructions to be
carried out in the next shift.

Fig. 5.2.3.2: Shift handover

5.2.4: Be Effective and efficient at work place
Continuously perform the calendar operator job as per the standard operating procedures effectively and
efficiently throughout the shift and ensure high productivity with minimum stoppages, least waste
eneration and production of good quality. Follow the standard order and attend to the work regularly,
plan the leave in advance and ensure regular attendance.

Fig.5.2.4.1: Progress through effective work
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UNIT 5.3: Communication
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. improve communication on company polices.
2. to report all problems faced during the shift.
3. interact with colleagues effectively.

5.3.1: Effective Communication
Passing important information, message and knowledge to others is called communication. It is necessary
that day to day work related difficulties with ref to machine and material; method shall be communicated to
shift officers. Shift handover, passing instruction to the other shift operators particulars about m/c, process,
performance and other work-related information. Write in simple readable language and talk with others
effectively and also listen to others.

Fig. 5.3.1.1: Effective Communication

5.3.2: Properly communicate about company policies
Be aware of the rules and regulations, standing order, quality policy, other standards and policies of the
company, about your worker rights as per the State and Centre labor legislations and follow them properly.
Also communicate the same to your co-workers effectively and properly.

Fig.5.3.2.1: properly communicate
about company policies
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5.3.3: Report all the problems faced during the process
Report to the superiors immediately whenever any abnormality is observed in the assigned machines and
also in the factory which could be relating to safety, machine performance, behavior of the people within the
factory premises, process conditions, etc.,

Fig.5.3.3.1: Problem Reporting

5.3.4: Talk politely with team members and colleagues
While taking some special assignments or working as a team for performing certain jobs or cleaning and
maintenance personnel, brief them about the task and problems politely and get the work done smoothly
without any conflict. Explain with patience about the work instructions and procedures to be followed as a
team.

Fig.5.3.4.1: Team building

5.3.5: Submit daily report of own performance
Maintain the specified records and registers, record the details relating to production, waste generation,
count changes, special instructions carried out during the shifts, changes made in the shift, machine break
down (both electrical and mechanical), empties and cops position, breakage rate, etc., and report to the
superiors.

Fig.5.3.5.1: Submit Daily Report
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UNIT 5.4: Adaptability
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. to handle critical situations.
2. to Adapt to work in different circumstances.

5.4.1: How to adapt yourself in a Team
·
·
·
·

Adjust yourself in different work situations
Get advice from others and ask f or clarification if needed
Give importance to others' point of view
Avoid conflict situations

Fig.5.4.1.1: Adaptability for team building

5.4.2: Adjust in different work situations
If there is a change in the machines assigned or there is a change in the material and count processed, or
instructed to work in a different department or given alternate job, accept the changes politely, get the
instructions and follow them properly. Whenever some new tools and equipments are given, accept them
with interest, follow the instructions, use them properly and give feedback.

Fig.5.4.2.1: Adjust in different work situations
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5.4.3: Give due importance to other's point of view
Work as a team with the doffers, cleaning and maintenance personnel, cops suppliers, sweepers
(housekeeping personnel) and perform the duties as specified. While working with them, encourage the
suggestions given by them and give due importance to implement the suggestions then and there under the
guidance of the superiors.

Fig.5.4.3.1: Importance to other's point of view

5.4.4: Avoid conflicting situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not correct or
not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if necessary, with
the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the people in the
organization.

Fig.5.4.4.1: Avoid conflicting situations
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UNIT 5.5: Creative Freedom
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. think innovatively.
2. develop internal skills.

5.5.1: Develop new ideas for work procedures
Never work mechanically like a robot. Understand all the work instructions and procedures thoroughly,
analyze them and always find scope for improvement in a continuous manner. Follow the Kaizen, quality
circle, TQM, TPM, and other lean system to develop new ideas and work procedure.

5.5.2: Improve upon the existing techniques to increase process
efficiency
Give priority for attending to breaks and cops changing, reduce machine down time at the time of count
changes, break downs, etc., pay attention to the effectiveness of waste suction. OHTC suction, exhaust
suction, department ambient conditions (dry bulb, wet bulb, RH %), etc., and ensure good working conditions
to achieve maximum ring frame efficiency, high productivity and good quality.

5.5.3: Avoid conflicting situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not correct or
not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if necessary, with
the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the people in the
organization.
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Tips

!

Explain important requirements of machine operator for working in team
Try to understand the behavior of other/co-workers and behave accordingly, Cheer co-workers even if they
done normal work, do not use hard words if they did some errors, do not discuss one's personal matters to
others in his absence avoid teasing co-workers
The success of team working depends on the characteristics of the team members such as Commitment and
trust, effective communication, adaptability and creativity. These entire factors helps operator to
communicate with each other with sufficient trust and adaptability to smart work which gives very effective
outcome to the organization

Notes
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6. Maintain Health,
Safety and Security
at Workplace
Unit 6.1 - Importance of safety and security at workplace
PERFECTING SKILLS

Unit 6.2 - Safety for Man and Industry Health
Unit 6.3 - Safety for Material and Machine
UNIT 6.4: Emergency Response Training and Recognizing
the Hazards

TSC/N9003
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, trainees will be able to:
1. explain the safety requirements.
2. describe the necessities of safety at work place.
3. explain safety procedures for material and machine.
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UNIT 6.1: Importance of Safety and Security at Work Place
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. explain the safety requirements.

6.1.1: What Safety Means ?
Safety is the state of being “safe”, the condition of being protected against physical, social, spiritual, financial,
political, emotional, occupational, psychological, educational or other types of consequences of failure,
damage, error, accidents, harm or any other event which could be considered non – desirable. This can take
the form of being protected from the event or from the exposure to something that causes health or
economic losses. It can include protection of people or of professions.
·
·

Safety means a complete understanding of your work and knowledge of every step that must be taken
and the realization that mistake could be costly to yourself and to the company
Safety means good judgment. Never rely on luck; always be prepared to cope up with unexpected
situations and being alert when following your routine.

Fig.6.1.2.1: Necessities of safety at work place

·
·

Safety means consideration for the family that depends on you, for the company that gives employment
to you and for your welfare.
Safety means remembering safety rules set up by your company and applying them at every minute
when you are on the job.
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Tips

!

What safety means, explain necessities of safety at work place?
Think about this. What do you think Safety is for a compacting operator?
Safety means the state of being “safe”, the condition of being protected against several adverse conditions.
While working as a compacting operator you should ensure that you, machine, material and other team
members are safe It stands for being protected from the event or from the exposure to something that causes
health or economic losses. It mainly includes protection of people or of professions and goods of high values.

Notes
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UNIT 6.2: Safety for Man and Industry Health
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. describe the necessities of safety at work place.

6.2.1: Safety for Man
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Comply with health and safety related instructions applicable to the workplace
Use and maintain personal protective equipment such as “ear plug”, “nose mask “, “head cap” etc., as
per protocol
Carry out own activities in line with approved guidelines and procedures
Maintain a healthy lifestyle and guard against dependency on intoxicants
follow environment management system related procedures
Report any service malfunctions
Store materials and equipment in line with organizational requirements
Safely handle and remove waste
Seek clarifications, from supervisors or other authorized personnel in case of perceived risks
Monitor the workplace and work processes for potential risks and threat
Carry out periodic walk-through to keep work area free from hazards and obstructions, if assigned
Report hazards and potential risks/ threats to supervisors or other authorized personnel
Participate in mock drills/ evacuation procedures organized at the workplace
Undertake first aid, fire-fighting and emergency response training, if asked to do so
Take action based on instructions in the event of fire, emergencies or accidents
Follow organization procedures for shutdown and evacuation when required
Follow all safety rules of the company
Not wear loose clothes, ornaments like ring, chain etc., while working on m/c
Not to touch the gearing or rotating part of m/c.
Not to keep any m/c's cover or guards open
Not to keep any unwanted parts in the department
To use proper tools for doing tasks
Be careful when passing nearby any rotating/moving part of m/c.
To know basic knowledge of first aid box usage
Immediately clean the area of water, oil and any liquid spillage
Running in the department is not allowed

Fig.6.2.1.1: Entanglement hazard

Fig.6.2.1.2: Crush hazard
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Fig.6.2.1.3: Rotary shaft hazard

Fig.6.2.1.4: Oil / Water Slippagel hazard

6.2.2: Industrial Safety
Industrial safety in the context of occupational safety and health refers to the management of all operations
and events within an industry, for protecting its employees and assets by minimizing hazards, risks, accidents
and near misses.

Fig.6.2.2.1: Industrial safety

The relevant laws, compliances and best practices in the industry have most of the issues addressed for the
best protection possible. Employers are to make sure that these are strictly adhered to have maximum safety.
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Tips

!

Explain safety for man and industry?
Think about this. Why do you think Safety is necessary for man and industry?
While working as a compacting operator you should ensure that you, machine, material and other team
members are safe. Man, safety is above to all the other safety parameters. Ensure working practice of all
working member on machine to avoid harmful accident in your working area and industry. Protect employees
and assets by following all safety rules of the company.

Notes
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UNIT 6.3: Safety for Material and Machine
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. describe the necessities of safety for material and machine.

6.3.1: Safety for Material and Machine
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Do not throw any material on floor
Keep the material at its respective and designated place / trolley / batch.
Do not overload any trolley / other objects beyond its capacity
All the materials shall be covered properly.
Follow the material coding and identification and do not mix with each other.
Keep the machine guards covered and always keep the machine clean and dust free.
Ensure that all the utility pipeline like water, gas, steam and oil are not leaking
Ensure proper functioning of all safety measures / elements of machines
Do not keep electrical joints in cabling system of machine and ensure that cabling system is away from
water
Ensure that material is kept away from electrical switch board, live steam, leaking water line, direct
sun light etc.
Ensure proper oiling and greasing of the applicable machine parts.

Keep materials covered properly

Keep material in designated places

Proper storing of reeds and drop pins

Ensure proper functioning of all safety
measures / elements of machines
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Keep covers of machine intact and dust free

keep machine surrounding clean

Recognize dangerous electrical safety hazards
(e.g. Defective or Torn Electric Wires,
Uncovered Electric Sockets, Misuse of
extension cords, etc. and bring it to the notice
of superior

Don't touch an electric socket or appliance
with wet hands. The danger is even greater
with sweat because salt water is an even
better conductor of electricity.

Don't attend electrical faults yourself. Let it
be attend by trained authorized person

Do not overload any trolley / other objects
beyond its capacity

Do not keep electrical joints in cabling system
of machine and ensure that cabling system is

Do not keep or throw any material on floor

Table: - 6.3.1.1: Safety for material and machine

Ensure proper lubrication of the applicable
machine parts. At the same time bring to
notice excess lubrication.

Bring to notice oil leakages
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Bring to notice air leakages

Bring to the notice non-working lights/
appliances

Switch off all the appliances (including lights)
when not in use

Utilize available resources efficiently and
effectively. Energy is consumed to produce
most of these resources.

Get to attend breakdown of machines as early
as possible in order to lower cost per product

Saving in enegy through emplyoing better
techniqes, good ideas and smart way of
working

Ensure proper oiling and greasing of the
applicable machine parts

Don't change / alter any setting without
consent from superior particularly pneumatic
related setting

Ensure air flow control related checks as per
scheduled frequency

Ensure regular preventive maintenance work
and quality beam gaiting / knotting

Table: - 6.3.1.2: Energy and Utility control
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Tips

!

What is safety for material and machine?
Think about this. While working as a compacting operator you should ensure that machine, material safety by
not letting material on the dirty floor, keeping the material at its respective and designated place / trolley /
batch under cover. Ensure that material is kept away from electrical switch board, live steam, leaking water
line, direct sun light etc. Check proper oiling and greasing of the applicable machine parts. Keep the machine
guards covered and always clean and dust free. Ensure that the entire utility pipeline like water, gas, steam
and oil are not leaking, and many more.

Notes
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UNIT 6.4: Emergency Response Training and Recognizing the
Hazards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. recognize the work place hazards.
2. identify the hazards with respect to the machine & work place.

6.4.1: Response to Emergency Situation
Alert co-workers and use appropriate fire extinguishers in case of fire. In case of accident, immediately switch
off the power and machine and help the victim and give first aid. Report to the superior as soon as possible.
Blow the alarm in case of major incident.

Fire extinguisher

Water hose

Sand buckets

Table: - 6.4.1.1: Some of the fire extinguishing equipment used in the textile mills

·
·
·

Use the alarm switch to aware people working inside the mill about the circumstances.
Alert all the fellow workers and guide them evacuate in case of emergency and major fire.
Use the emergency exit to get outside the mill immediately when the conditions go out of control

Emergency alarm switch

Emergency Exit

Table: - 6.4.1.2: Emergency response
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6.4.2: Various Hazards at Workplace
Identify if any things as unsafe such as electrical wiring problems, fire smoke, abnormal noise and sound
produced by machine, damaged equipment's, damaged floor surface, damaged exhaust grill, working
without safeguard provided by the mills, etc., and report to the respective person to take necessary action.

Fig.6.4.2.1: Industrial possible hazards

·
·
·
·
·

Abnormal noise and vibrations produced by machine–identify the root cause and report to the
concerned person
Check out for damaged equipment, damaged floor surface & damaged exhaust grill and report to your
supervisor to take corrective action.
Note down the exact area of floor that is damaged and report to the superior and ensure that it is
corrected
Note down the damaged equipment/exhaust grill (mention trolley no. & kind of problem) and report to
the superior and get it repaired
Do not work without safeguard provided by the mills. If colleagues are found working without the safe
guards, counsel them properly to work safely.

Electrical wiring problems – if any electrical wires
are running near the path way or unprotected
form immediately take action to rid of it through
electrical supervisor /engineer.

Fire smoke – If you feel odor or smoke of a possible
fire, locate the exact place where it arises and report
to the concerned person/fire fighter immediately to
arrest it.

Table: - 6.4.2.2: Electrical hazards
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Tips

!

Explain how to recognize hazards and what is its emergency response?
Think about this.
1. Hazards recognize and control
List out different kinds of possible hazards and different measures to curb the hazards?

Notes
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7. Comply with Industry
and Organizational
requirements
PERFECTING SKILLS

Unit 7.1 - Self Development
Unit 7.2 - Team Work
Unit 7.3 - Organizational Standards
Unit 7.4 - Industrial Standards

TSC/N9004

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, trainees will be able to:
1. explain organizational and industry standards.
2. explain the importance of self-development.
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UNIT 7.1: Self-Development
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. perform own duties effectively.
2. take initiative to explore innovative methods at work place.
3. focus on self-learning and improvement.

7.1.1: Perform own duties effectively
Understand the rules and regulations specified in the standing order applicable to the mills and follow them
properly right from reporting for duty, performing the duties, taking lunch interval, use of canteen, use of
toilets, taking charge and handing over charge of the work, leaving the work premises, availing leave, weekly
off, following safety instructions, etc.

Fig.7.1.1.1: Perform own duties effectively

7.1.2: Take responsibility for own actions
Not to violate safety regulations, do not fail to wear personal protective equipment while working in the shop
floor. Also take the responsibility of maintaining the machine always in effective working condition. Not
violate the disciplinary procedures and follow the code of conduct.

Fig.7.1.2.1: Responsibility and actions
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7.1.3: Be accountable towards the job role and assigned duties
As a compacting operator, perform the machine operating jobs as specified, maintain the working
performance of the assigned lots, minimize waste generation, good quality of finishing and other processes
on compacting machine, etc.

Fig.7.1.3.1: Be accountable towards the job role and assigned duties

7.1.4: Take initiative and innovate the existing methods
Take active part in the lean management systems such as 5S, Quality Circles, Kaizen, TPM, TQM,etc., and
make continuous improvements.

Fig.7.1.4.1: Initiatives for innovations

7.1.5: Focus on self-learning and improvement
Constantly interact with the superiors and skill development department and take initiative for improving the
work and safety knowledge. Also make efforts to simplify the work methods and systems to reduce strain,
improve quality and productivity.

Fig.7.1.5.1: Self-learning and improvement
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UNIT 7.2: Team Work
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. coordinate with team members & develop team working skills.
2. communicate politely.
3. avoid conflicts and miscommunication.

7.2.1: Co-ordinate with all the team members and colleagues
Extend full cooperation whenever undertake some projects for making improvements in the Finishing
department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also, co-ordinate with the team
members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of all the team
members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making improvement, following safe
work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.

Fig.7.2.1.1: Co-ordinate in the team

7.2.2: Communicate politely
Follow the company standing order procedures and report to the superiors whenever required. Constantly
get instructions from the superiors regarding the change in the working and process conditions and follow
correct work procedures. For example, at the time of count change, follow all the work instructions given by
the superiors and make necessary changes in the machine process and settings. Follow proper identification
system. Report about the daily production, waste generation, quality problem, machine performance
condition, break down, etc., to the superiors and take appropriate instructions.

Fig.7.2.2.1: Communicate politely

7.2.3: Avoid conflicts and miscommunication
Understand the work instructions and other communications properly and avoid conflicts and
miscommunication.
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UNIT 7.3: Organizational Standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. explain the organizational standards

7.3.1: Information on Organizational Standards
Collect all the information relating to the organization, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process parameters,
working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with the superiors and
colleagues.

7.3.2: Implementation of Standards
Follow all work instructions and company rules and regulations relating to working hours, shift timing,
reporting for duty, handing over charge, following safety procedures, giving the specified production,
improving productivity, controlling waste, etc.

7.3.3: Effective Motivation
Observe the performance and behavior of the colleagues and others inside the factory and motivate them to
follow the rules and regulations, work instructions, safety practices, etc., bring to their notice immediately
whenever there is any violation or deviation and motivate them follow the organizational standards.
Extend full cooperation whenever undertake some projects for making improvements in the ring spinning
department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also co-ordinate with the team
members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of all the team
members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making improvement, following safe
work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.
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UNIT 7.4: Industrial Standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, trainees will be able to:
1. explain the industry standards

7.4.1: Information on Industry Standards
Aware of the industry standard like quality and maintenance standards published by the Textile Research
Associations, code conducts published by employers' organizations, labor's legislations of State and Central
Government, safety standards of inspector of factories, fire precautions, firefighting, first aid, ISO standards,
environment standards, National Occupations Standards, etc., and follow them properly.
Understand all the industry standards stated under 8.4.1 and also the relevant standards of the textile unit
which might vary depending upon the location, machinery condition, material processed, working
environment, etc. Align both the standards, understand them properly and follow them as per the
instructions of the superiors.
Collect all the information relating to the organization, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process parameters,
working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with the superiors and
colleagues.
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